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ABSTRACT 

The present study investigates the attitudes and beliefs of children about potentially disclosing 

intrafamilial abuse. The sample was drawn from the peri-urban settlement of Mdantsane and the 

rural villages of Nowawe. A pilot study involving 28 children in qualitative interviews was 

conducted. Content analysis of these answers were used to compile a questionnaire which was 

administered to 489 children by locally trained fieldworkers. The questionnaire contained 

questions pertaining to demographics, health, social support, and closed-ended Likert scales for 

the measurement of beliefs and intentions about disclosing intrafamilial abuse. Two open-ended 

questions were included to investigate children's preferences about the outcome of disclosing 

abuse. Children's experience of safety in and out of home, as well as their preferences about 

who to disclose to, were also measured. Questions pertaining to family and to abuse were asked 

in a way that allowed individual children to defme the parameters of these concepts rather than 

assuming definitions for them. The results were analysed descriptively for the total sample. 

Where the data was examined for relationships and differences according to age, sex and where 

the children lived, Chi-square and ANOV A tests were conducted. In the case of significant 

findings, post-hoc analysis was carried out using residual analysis and the Newman-Keuls 

procedure, respectively. The findings revealed that 88% of the sample intended to report 

intrafamilial abuse if this happened to them, but only half expected to be believed. Strong 

variations in beliefs and intentions were found to exist on the basis of where children lived, with 

children from the poorest and oldest settlement in Mdantsane consistently emerging as less 

trusting of their environment and therefore less able to seek help, as compared to children living 

in the infonnal settlement or the affluent neighbourhood. Older children were found to differ 

from younger ones on the basis of being less confident that they would be believed if they were 

to disclose. The main difference between male and female children involved variations in their 

beliefs about whether there would be consequences for the abuser and themselves if they 

reported abuse. Overall, the degree of duality and contradictions as regards how children wanted 

to respond to intrafamilial abuse, and what they believed to be the consequences of disclosing 

this, point to the importance of developing services that can adapt to differences between 

communities and groupings within these communities rather than responding in a homogenous 

manner to all incidents of child abuse. Limitations associated with survey methodology and 

interviewer bias are acknowledged. 
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.1 Introduction 
The topic of child abuse needs little introduction. As both a field of academic investigation and service 

delivery, there has been a steadily growing contribution to its analysis and 'cure'. While we are able to trace 

abusive behaviour towards children back to much earlier civilizations (Breiner, 1990) and currently across 

different cultures (Scheper-Hughes, 1987; Korbin, 1987), the degree of professional preoccupation with this 

subject is a more recent and first world response. 

The plight of children as a disenfranchised group of society was highlighted alongside the liberation of 

women since the 1970's in North America and the United Kingdom (Levett, 1994). In developing nations, 

such as South Africa, where human rights abuses have been suffered by children and adults alike, the agenda 

for liberation has involyed addressing both racism and socio-economic devastation. In the spirit of 

democracy, child abuse and neglect have been added to the concerns of the new government committed to the 

enormous task of reconstruction and recovery in post-apartheid South Africa. 

The maltreatment of children raises many adjacent issues: child rearing; family life; gender relations; law 

enforcement; access to adequate health services and legal abortion, education, welfare and child care to name 

a few. Its detection, containment, documentation, advocation and prevention have depended on the efforts of 

adults and their ideas or fmdings on these issues. Of note is the absence of determining what children think 

\\hen informing responses to events that cast them as central and voiceless. It is with children's voices that 

this thesis seeks to speak, and to children that it aims to listen. 

1.2 Chapter Outline 
The present study starts off by exploring the available literature, both internationally and locally, to determine 

where researchers have focused their efforts and what has been added to our knowledge about the topic of 

child abuse. Emphasis is given to two areas that constitute 'gaps' in the literature. These are children's 

ideas, beliefs and views on the topic, and the mechanisms of disclosing abuse. Chapter 2 introduces the 

context of the present study and then presents the procedure and results of the pilot study, followed by the 

method used to carry out the survey and the limitations associated with this means of investigation. In 

Chapter 3 the results of th~ survey are presented and discussed, along with conclusions about the implications 

of these findings and recommendations for service delivery. 

1.3 Introduction to Intemational Research 
The major focus of research internationally has been the investigation of child sexual abuse. Although 

physical abuse and the phenomenon of abandonment and neglect have received attention, these topics are 
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unofficially awarded a less prominent position in the adult world of investigating child maltreatment. 

Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States of America are responsible for the bulk of publications on 

any aspect of this topic, apart from inquiries into child labour, street children, AIDS orphans, and child 

prostitution which are associated with poorer economies (Omari, 1993). While it is beyond the scope of this 

review to detail the findings of the considerable body of research on this topic, other than those that have 

more direct implication for the narrow focus of the present dissertation, what is offered is an overview of the 

trends in this field interwoven with evaluations of how these contribute to our understanding of child abuse. 

1.3.1 The effects or chi1dhood abuse 

In terms of what researchers have chosen to look at, the victim has often been studied in order to determine 

what adverse consequences can be expected to arise from the experience of abuse. For the most part this is 

measured by investigating the level of deviance in the adult survivor, such as intergenerational transmission 

of maltreatment, criminality, and psychological impairments (Starr, MacLean & Keating, 1991). A much 

smaller contribution is made to exploring buffer effects that prevent adverse outcomes. Inspection of the 

evidence on deviance shows many inadequacies in methodology and theoretical cogency (Starr et ai, 1991), 

instead uncovering professional fascinations and convictions that tell us more about the investigators' 

ideological subscriptions than the question under investigation (Levett, 1988). A summary of the major 

findings of each of these measures is outlined below. 

1.3.1.1 Intergenerational transmission of maltreatment 

In their review of research pertaining to the intergenerational transmission of maltreatment, whether this takes 

the fonn of sexual abuse, physical abuse or neglect, Starr et al conclude that 

..... statements concerning the high probability of the transmission of child maltreatment across the 

generations are unwarranted." (1991 :8) 

The authors offer a composite transmission rate of less than 30% for any of the three types of maltreatment. 

1.3.1.2 Criminality 
Turning their attention to findings on the relationship between child abuse and criminality, Starr et al (1991) 

surmise that in the case of the physically abused child there is a higher risk of growing up to commit criminal 

offenses as well as a greater degree of violence associated with these acts. The relationship between 

criminality and sexual abuse has been more difficult to determine owing to lack of research. Furthermore, 

subjects are often the victims of multiple forms of maltreatment, making it hard to conclude what is the major 

determinant of criminality. Where research has been carried out the focus has been on sex offenders. Since 

the majority of sex offenders are male this has limited investigations to studying male victims of child seXual 

abuse, who are a small group relative to female victims. Findings are therefore inconclusive on the topic. 

Evidence both points to the experience of childhood sexual abuse as more common for child molesters than 

rapists (Seghom, Prentky & Boucher, 1987 in Starr et ai, 1991) as well as a very weak relationship between 
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this type of abuse and the commission of adolescent and adult sex offenses in any form (Becker, 1988 in Starr 

et ai, 1991). 

The link between neglect and delinquency has been observed as occurring more frequently under conditions 

of poverty, which has led investigators to focus on how poverty contributes to aggression and delinquency. In 

these cases neglect is an adjacent rather than detennining or principle factor (Starr et ai, 1991). 

1.3.1.3 Psychological Sequelae of Child Abuse 

The last mentioned measure of deviance, namely psychological sequelae, has been particularly attended to by 

investigators of child sexual abuse and according to Levett (1988) is characterised by a prevailing 

atmosphere of pessimism. In her comprehensive review of research on the traumatic effects of child sexual 

abuse in female children, she highlights how research has minimised the findings of resilience by either 

glossing over these results or predicting latent or hidden effects. Problems of definition and the many 

intervening variables that are involved (e.g. age, presence of violence, relationship to the abuser, duration 

and severity of the abuse, to name a few) along with sampling that is biased through use of unrepresentative 

populations or retrospective accounts, fail to allow for certainty in the findings. Despite this, 

"An overall picture emerges of a derailment of ''natural'' processes of development into a range of 

routes of disturbance and deviance, variously defined. n (Leven, 1988:31) 

This indicates an unwillingness in investigators to relinquish the assumed inevitable trauma caused by child 

abuse. 

The difficulty, according to Levett (1988), Fromuth (1986) and lehu and Gazan (1983, in Levett, 1988) is not 

being able to determine if the problems identified in adult survivors are directly related to the abuse or other 

circumstances in the person's life, notably the quality of relationships and development experienced as a 

child. This is reinforced by Miller's (1990) reservation of pinning all adverse consequences onto the 

experience of child sexual abuse instead of viewing this outcome as a more complex result through a range of 

parental failures. 

Long-term consequences involving mental illness, promiscuity, anti-social behaviour, depression, sexual 

dysfunction, quality of interpersonal relationships and personal adjustments, homosexuality, dissociative 

reactions, multiple personality disorder, psychological defensive mechanisms, self-destructive activities, and 

suicide have all been measured against the experience of childhood sexual abuse (Levett, 1988). Starr et al 

conclude on this topic: 

"In spite of the vast array of symptoms that appear with greater frequency in adults who are sexually 

abused during childhood than in those who are not, these symptoms are not tmiversally present in 

abuse survivors .. " (1991 :15) 

And Levett notes that 



" ... one cannot actually predict the likely outcome of any particular trawnatic event with much 

confidence. This problem besets the entire range of psychopathology ... which abounds in descriptive 

classification but is noticeably thin in explanatory theory." (1988:60) 

1.3.1.4 Protective or Ameliorative Effects 

4 

Although there are not as many studies dedicated to this topic, researchers have begun to recognize the 

importance of establishing reasons why negative effects are not universal consequences of childhood 

maltreatment. Here researchers have tended to look at resilience in relation to either unspecified 

maltreatment or sexual abuse. In response to the findings that some victims of sexual abuse are assessed as 

relatively unscathed and demonstrate asymptomatic or healthy functioning (Finkelhor, 1990), Himelein and 

McElrath (1996) investigated the cognitive coping strategies that aid adjustment in adult survivors. They 

found a strong association between the self-enhancing cognitive distortion of reality, which they called 

positive illusions, and psychological well-being. The high adjustment group also revealed a greater tendency 

to engage in cognitive strategies of disclosing and discussing childhood sexual abuse, minimization, positive 

reframing, and refusing to dwell on the experience. This led them to conclude the importance of applying 

cognitive distortions in the reappraisal of the abusive experience and the caution for psychotherapists not to 

label this as pathological defensiveness. 

Other factors that have been investigated in relation to unspecified maltreatment are the vital role of buffers 

or a nurturing person available to the abused child (Mrazek & Mrazek, 1987; Steele, 1986), the way children 

perceive their own abuse (Wolfe & McGee, 1991), their emotional response to maltreatment (Tsai, Feldman

Summers & Edgar, 1979 in Starr et ai, 1991), perceived and actual social support (Fromuth, 1986; Wyatt & 

Mickey, 1988. in Starr et ai, 1991) and background of family adaptability, specifically the presence of 

confidence in the victim's mother (Harter, Alexander & Neimeyer, 1988; McCord, 1983 both in Starr et ai, 

1991). 

Before considering what other aspects of child abuse have been studied internationally, it is useful to pause 

and note how research reviewed so far encounters methodological problems ranging from the complexity of 

defining the subject matter to the tendency to look for cause-and-effect relationships which ignores the 

multiplicative interaction of variables and the broader contextual framework in which these operate. Levett 

(1988) offers an astute analysis of these problems and concludes on the topic of traumatic effects of female 

child sexual abuse that there has been marginal success in isolating major risk factors. She draws attention to 

the importance of researching and predicting the effects against the background of the child's overall family 

environment and ultimately, the socio-political environment. 
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1.3.2 The Prevalence of ChHd Abuse 
With the transformation of child abuse into a social issue, researchers have attempted to document the 

prevalence with which this occurs. These studies have tried to generate a profile of what child abuse 

involves. searching for patterns that could reveal risk factors and points of intervention. There are few of 

these studies in comparison with research on the effects of child abuse. However, these areas of investigation 

are similar in the weighted attention to child sexual abuse and the focus on developed nations. The high 

prevalence with which children are disciplined using physical and verbal aggression in these parts of the 

world could explain this lack of empirical attention. The developed world's fascination with and anxiety 

about sex (Stainton Rogers & Stainton Rogers, 1992) could also account for this discrepancy. The major 

fmdings are as follows: 

1.3.2.1 Physical abuse 

In a survey of US college students 80% had been spanked and 12% injured by their parents involving bruising 

(55%), cutting(19%), head,injuries(ll%), burns(8%), broken bones(7%) and dental injuries(5%) (Berger. 

Knutson, Mehm & Perkins, 1988). Howitt (1992) notes a range of estimates (9"0-50%) in his review of other 

prevalence studies. He ascribes these differences to the use of a variety of definitions of physical abuse as 

well as the fmding that self-Iabeling as abused is relatively uncommon. 

1.3.2.2 Sexual abuse 

Samples to detennine the prevalence of child sexual abuse have largely been drawn from clinical, university 

or general populations~ with the latter source regarded as the most reliable (Levett, 1988). The findings have 

differed along the basis of how inclusive the researcher's definition of child sexual abuse is. For instance, the 

age difference between the abuser and the perpetrator, whether non-contact abusive behaviour such as 

exposure to exhibitionism and pornography is included in the criteria for abuse, and whether intrafamilial 

abuse includes the extended family (Howitt, 1992). 

The studies of Badgley (i986). Russel (1983) (both in Levett, 1988), Finkelhor, Hotaling, Lewis & Smith 

(1990) and Nash & West (1985) (both in Howitt, 1992) collectively represent frequently referenced sources 

of statistics in North America and the United Kingdom on this topic. In Levett's (1988) overview of the 

results as they apply to female children she notes how the most extensive and reliable studies have produced 

similar prevalence rates. She concludes on the basis of this evidence that one in three North American 

women will have experienced sexual abuse of a contact type in childhood, whHe this statistic grows to half 

the female population when the definition of child sexual abuse is more broadly conceived to include non

contact abuse. Patterns show a higher prevalence of victimisation among females than males, a higher 

prevalence of intrafamilial abuse if this includes extended family members compared to abuse by strangers 

and acquaintances, and sexual kissing, genital fondling and exhibitionism occurring with higher frequency 

than sexual intercourse. 
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1.3.2.3 Methodological considerations 

The complexities of defining abusive behaviour towards children can be best observed in prevalence studies. 

There is typically a gap between legal definitions and criteria used by practitioners to measure and respond to 

abuse in society (Levett & MacLeod, 1991). As a result, comparison across studies is not suitable and an 

accurate measure of child abuse remains illusive. This problem is added to by the inevitable reluctance of a 

percentage of the population to disclose abuse given its stigmatic proportions. This can be expected to count 

more significantly in the case of experiences that involve social taboos, such as incest, a factor which further 

clouds our picture of child abuse. Levett (1988) adds to the list of problems the phenomenon of selective 

recall and failures in memory and how these will produce unreliable results. She also questions the ethical 

merits of investigative processes that can potentially create stress for the subject without offering any benefit 

in return, and at times involving deception as to the real aims of the researcher (Levett, 1988). 

1.3.3 Other research trends 
As the prevalence and severity of this phenomenon has been investigated, researchers have turned their 

attention to questions of aetiology and risk (Fryer, 1987; Turner & Avison, 1985; Agathanos-Georgopoulou 

& Browne, 1997; Fleming, Mullen & Bammer, 1997; Wolock & Magura, 1996; Olsen, Allen & Azzi

Lessing, 1996; Ross, 1996; Rosenstein, 1995; De Paul, Milner & Mugica, 1995). The search has extended 

across various levels of analysis. Typically individual perpetrators are studied to determine a profile of 

abusing personalities (Gough & Reavey, 1997; Nicholas & Bieber, 1996; Cerezo, D'Ocon & Dolz, 1996; 

Coohey, 1995; Oldershaw, Walters & Kordich Hall, 1986; Azar & Robrbeck, 1986; Kropp & Haynes, 1987; 

Gaines, Sandgrund, Green & Power, 1978). A few investigators have cast their nets wider to examine the 

role and responsibility of society and the need for social and political changes to address the problem 

(Garbarino & Kostelny, 1992; Trickett, Aber, Carlson & Cicchetti, 1991; Miller, 1990; Hearn, 1988; Gelles, 

1975). 

With the growing specialisation of treating victims, perpetrators and families involved in child abuse, 

research has also contributed to developing and evaluating the efficacy of these services (Heras, 1?92; 

Frawley O'Dea, 1997; Kelly, 1995; Mowbray & Bybee, 1995; Horowitz, Putnam, Noll & Trickett, 1997; 

Hyde, Bentovim & Monck, 1995; Andrews, McLeese & Curran, 1995; Humphreys, 1995). Likewise, 

prevention efforts have intensified and become a source of investigation (Wurtele & Owens, 1997; 

Leventhal, 1996; Thyen, Thiessen & Heinsohn-KrUg, 1995; Tutty, 1993). 

An interesting development has been the growing body of research on the effects experienced by service 

providers responding to the problem of child abuse (Knight, 1997; Richey-Suttles & Remer, 1997; Holmes & 

Otien, 1996; Winefield & Barlow, 1995; Davey & Hill, 1995). This has widened the parameters of the topic, 

in a way that creates an impression of contagion and increased powerlessness. These are often understood to 
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reflect the experience of the abused child but without considering how these may generally describe a more 

fundamental experience of childhood. It is noteworthy that while the perspectives of adults have been 

thoroughly documented, encompassing the adult survivor, the perpetrator, and the helping professional, there 

is scarcely any account of what children feel about or have to say on the topic. 

1.3.4 Studies on Children's Perspectives 

Cullingford (1992) notes a widespread trend to omit children's views on social topics. He is joined by 

Stainton Rogers & Stainton Rogers (1992) in pointing out that where children are included in research or 

enquiries this is often to measure what they know rather than to inform ourselves of how they feel or what 

they think. On the topic of child abuse, an extensive review of the international research yielded only two 

studies specifically dedicated to elucidating children's perspectives. 

The fll'St, conducted by Phelan (1995), investigates father and daughters' recollections of incestuous events, 

and their thoughts and interpretations of incestuous activity during the time it occurred. The guiding theory 

in this study was that ofa symbolic interaction framework (Blumer, 1969 in Phelan, 1995) which explains the 

outcome of people's behaviour as based on what they interpret to be the meaning of others actions, in 

addition to intrapsychic unconscious forces. Her findings give credibility to the concern that many children 

are at risk in their own homes, because of the high prevalence of meanings and beliefs about family sanctity, 

male prerogatives and the rights of fathers. Children reported being frightened, confused and increasingly 

guilty during the sexual activity. While this study makes important strides into informing us about the way 

children interpret and respond to incest, this information is not examined for its potential to inform 

intervention. 

The second study carried out by Jacobs, Hashima & Kennings (1995) is a good example of how children's 

views are important in the development of effective interventions. These investigators argue that preventive 

programmes are usually based on assumptions about what children know and do not know. Their study 

assesses Native American children's perceptions of the risk of sexual abuse before and after participation in a 

preventative program. They report that children have high levels of perception of risk to begin with, and that 

while this does increase with the applied intervention, they demonstrate inaccuracies with regard to 

situational cues. There is a tendency to under-rate the risk of familiar persons and adolescents as 

perpetrators, in favour of strangers and adults. On the basis of this and other findings, the researchers point to 

the importance of basing intervention programmes on an examination of what children perceive to be risky 

and abusive, rather than on assumptions of this. 
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1.4 Introduction to South African Research 
Findings of child abuse prevalence studies in South Africa demonstrate similarities with the international 

literature. The fIrst national study of crimes against children conducted by the HSRC published its fIndings 

last year under the title of 'statistics of shame' (Schurlnk, 1996). The fIndings are based on 4606 cases 

reported to the Child Protection Unit, representing 25% of the total number of cases reported to this policing 

agency over the period of one year (l July 1994·30 June 1995). The majority of children (62,OOAl) fell victim 

to crimes ofa sexual nature (rape: 36.3% ; indecent assault: 14.9% ; attempted rape: 4.3% ; sodomy: 3.00Al ; 

other sexual offenses: 2.9010 ; and incest: 0.7%). Assault constitutes the next most prevalent crime reported 

against children (15.1 %), followed by neglect (3.0%). 

In 83.5% of the cases, the perpetrator was known to the child (acquaintance: 21.4% ; father/stepfather: 17.1% 

; relative: 10.3% ; friend of family: 9.2.% ; neighbour: 6.3% ; mother: 5.1%). In the majority of cases there 

was one victim and one perpetrator involved. However, in nearly half of the cases, victims were in the 

presence of others when the abuse took place, with this most often being other children, such as siblings or 

friends. Most of the crimes were committed in the child's home and few, in comparison, were located outside 

of a dwelling. 

A lack of serious injuries were recorded. More than half of the children had no injuries and only 9.4% 'Were 

diagnosed with serious injuries. Physical violence was used against the child in a third of the reported cases. 

Nearly half of the victims did not show any resistance to the offender and the use of weapons by the 

perpetrator comprised a small portion of the sample. 

Three quarters of the victims were female. In terms of racial category, black children were most represented, 

followed by 'coloured' children, whites and then Indian children. The statistics for 'coloured' children were 

disproportionally high compared to their proportional representation in the child population as a whole. In 

contrast to the international fIndings, higher prevalence was associated with an older age group, namely 13 • 

15 years. 

More than two thirds of the sample reported to the SAP within 24 hours or 2 days. Crimes of a sexual nature 

tended towards longer waiting periods before being reported to authorities. The large majority of perpetrators 

'Were male, with similar representation in terms of racial grouping as outlined in the description of the 

victims. A substantial percentage of the crimes against children were committed by other children or young 

adults. The percentage of abusers declined after the age of 40. More than half of the perpetrators were never 

married, and the largest percentage of this group were unemployed as 'Well as not educated beyond Std 6. 
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In nearly two thirds of the cases perpetrators had previous criminal records and the same percentage were not 

tried for the offenses they had committed. For a third of the perpetrators, their cases had been withdrawn by 

the court, and a fifth were withdrawn by the victims. Of those cases that reached court, 1 ()oAI were found not 

guilty and 7.4% concluded in a prison sentence. The latter was often reduced to a fine, suspended sentence or 

correctional services. Finally, in almost half of the sample no help was received. 

This investigation gives a good indication of what reported child abuse cases in South Africa involve. It 

cannot, however, be taken to represent the actual extent of the problem. This is because of the use of 

sampling derived from cases reported to the Child Protection Unit, which constitutes branches across the 

country with a varying degree of service in terms of length of operation and degree of utitlisation by the 

communities they serve. Furthermore, and more generally of all prevalence studies, a significant proportion 

of cases will not be disclosed or reported to authorities. Schurink's (1996) choice of title, 'statistics of 

shame', embodies the popular attitude towards this topic and hence a way to understand some of the 

reluctance for children and their families to disclose abusive experiences and relationships. We will see how 

a lack of systematic inquiry into choices regarding disclosure of abuse occurs both locally and internationally. 

It is specifically the study of these choices viewed and thought about by children that will be undertaken in 

this thesis. But first let us briefly consider what research has preceded this inquiry, and the South African 

context as a site for studying child abuse. 

1.4.1 Focus aDd Evaluation of Child Abuse Researeh 

While the topics of the prevalence and consequences of abuse have received ample attention in South Africa, 

many investigations have focused on its detection, management and prevention. Medical and legal 

implications have gained prominence, while issues of therapy occupy a smaller place in· periodicals and 

research. This reflects a lack of resources with which to treat child abuse, which instead is responded to in 

this context with management efforts, often criticised for being fragmented, duplicatory and apolitical as 

regards advocating for social change that would prevent child abuse (Lachman, 1996; Schurink, 1996; 

Argent, Bass & Lachman, 1995). 

Similar criticisms are directed at the types of research conducted on this topic (Levett & MacLeod, 1991; 

Levett and 1994) and a tendency to apply eurocentric definitions and values to evaluating the problem of 

abuse in South African groups. Writing about the lack of cross-cultural research on this topic, Levett notes 

that 

"What exists is mostly an obvious attempt to reproduce western asunptions and ideas, as though they 

are universal and unquestionable" (1994:245) 
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In this way research on the prevalence and consequences of child abuse in South Africa overlooks firstly 

differences in defining what is normal and deviant, and secondly how gender relations involving power 

imbalance and control, contain the source of abusive behaviour. According to Levett, 

"Appropriate remedies are not seriously sought. .. (and) .. there is a selective neglect of important 

factors." (1994:240) 

Bearing these problems in mind, Levett (1994) analyses the available findings on the topic of female child 

sexual abuse as involving such a high degree of prevalence that the possibility of understanding this 

phenomenon as unusual, in the context of the present social order of patriarchy, is precluded. She also 

isolates particular conditions under which sexual abuse produces adverse psychological effects rather than 

permitting the unfounded view that sexual abuse is damaging per se. These conditions involve the 

concomitant use of violence, the experience of incest, or intrusive and insensitive interventions by family or 

professional agents following the report or detection of abuse. 

1.4.2 Researeh of Children's Perspeetives 
As with the international literature, few studies in South Africa have been conducted on the child's 

perspective concerning child abuse. Casting a wider search to include investigations of children's views on 

any topic shows some interest in this populations' ideas with respect to violence and destruction of 

communities (Dawes, Tredoux & Fenstein, 1989), children's perspectives on racialized orientation (Foster, 

1994), perceptions of family life (Rankin, 1993) Xhosa speaking children's perspectives of their life history 

and self-image (Reynolds, 1989) black children's explanations for economic inequality (Potgieter & Ahmed, 

1994) black high school pupils' perceptions of the usefulness of guidance teachers (Ntshangase. 1995), and 

early adolescent conceptions of motherhood and fatherhood (Gibson. 1983). 

Many researchers, dedicated to understanding and addressing the problems of violence or crime against 

children, have commented on the need for investigating the subjective meanings and, therefore views or 

ideas, of this group (Schurink & Schurink, 1996; Robertson & Berger. 1994; Richter. 1994; Dawes & Donald, 

1994; Levett, 1994; Burman, 1986; and Molteno, Kibel & Roberts, 1986). This is regarded to be especially 

important if we are to understand how to intervene in ways that will be of help to children based on what 

events mean to them and their capacities for resilience (Robertson & Bcrger. 1994). Donald & Dawes, sum 

this up in their concluding chapter about responding to childhood adversity: 

" ... what is experienced and construed as adversity in one sociocultural context may not be 

experienced or construed in the same way in another - let alone what people regard as appropriate 

solutions to their own adversity." (1994: p270) 
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The absence of children's opinions from research, whether locally or abroad, can be accounted for by viewing 

this trend as symptomatic of their general status in societies. This is expressed by Stainton Rogers & Stain ton 

Rogers (1992), who write 

"The oral accounts of children have, until very recently, held a dubious status in modern cultures even 

amongst etlmograthers - a situation whose recent reappraisal owes more to changes in legal practice 

concerning the acceptability of children's evidence in court ... than to any sudden shift in cultural 

respect for children's accounts in general." (P34). 

In her analysis of this trend, Burman (1986) records sentiments that equate investigating childhood with 

luxury and indulgence in tranquil societies, based on attitudes that regard children to be marginal and 

peripheral in social engineering. Cullingford outlines stereotypes of children as ..... naive, uncritical, ... innocent 

(with) no interest in the events of the day ... " (1992:2) to explain their absence from research. He points out that 

even where investigators have made an effort to include children's views, these sources are rarely read or 

used. Burman adds to the explanation, of what she calls children relegated to 'footnotes', how their 

behaviour in certain historical periods and across certain societies is so circumscribed " ... as to be almost 

completely defined out of existence" (1986:2) in conformity with patriarchal sociaIisation, involving deference 

and submission. 

Across the Atlantic from Cullingford and Burman, Erica Burman (1994) draws a more political analysis of 

this trend to exclude children's ideas in a social constI'uctionist reading of the way childhood has been 

determined historically in England. While fluctuations can be traced with regard to how children were 

treated by adults and their positions in society, Burman (1994) writes that at each historical point adults have 

tended to be preoccupied with how children will turn out rather than how they are faring at the time. This has 

meant that classification and prediction have been of more interest to psychology. Furthermore, with the 

separation of contemporary psychology from psychoanalysis, research of personality and emotional aspects 

of childhood have become split from cognitive development, and relegated to a less favoured position where 

these aspects are easily regarded as unworthy of investigation as a result of being " ... indeterminate, ambiguous 

and non-instrumental ... " (Burman, 1994:33). Burman explains this prejudice as a reflection of capitalistic 

values, where productivity, performance, and problem solving are favoured. 

On the topic of childhood equated with innocence, Burman (1994) and Stainton Rogers & Stainton Rogers 

(1992) argue that this depiction, together with ideas of children being helpless and dependent, has historically 

served the function of controlling children, and especially eclipsing their active political resistance. 

Furthermore, by attributing the opposite, namely any possibility of 'knowing', to children, this unsettles 

definitions and beliefs about consent and culpability in what is already a slippery hold for child protectors. 

Stainton Rogers & Stainton Rogers (1992) express this directly, 



..... the model of the child as innocent can render the 'knowing' child as someone culpable within her 

own abuse ... " (p 185). 
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lbe result is that not only are children constructed as lacking agency and valued ideas, but, in addition, they 

are portrayed as asexual. From this position there is no need to talk to children about their attitudes and 

preferences, particularly on the topic of sexuality. Stain ton Rogers & Stain ton Rogers (1992) argue that from 

this position there is also no space to allow for a distinction between sexual activity between adults and 

children that involve rape, assault and terror, and instances where these violent experiences are not present. 

This brings us back to Levett's (1988) insight of how children. and adult ·survivors .. may land up 

experiencing trauma through the reaction of other people rather than to the abuse itself. 

In South Africa, black children have occupied a far from marginal role in the central struggle to liberate 

themselves, their families and communities from racial oppression and persecution (Dawes, 1994a). In this 

arena the falsehood implied in believing that children are impervious to adult practices and policies can be 

vividly observed In the aftermath of this struggle and the victory of liberation, Burinan predicts that the 

lasting effects of apartheid on families, tradition and psychological development implies a degree of 

transformation and disorganisation that will require children to 

..... work out their own destiny, values, and life style to an extent far greater than is usual in more 

settled societies." (1986: p6). 

With the aim of offering children a way out of abusive environments and relationships, it is therefore of great 

importance to bear in mind the historical role they have played in addressing another form of oppression in 

this country. Their inclusion also serves to question the underlying assumptions that portray childhood as 

passive and peripheral, and therefore conducive to exploitation and abuse. Before reviewing research on 

disclosure, and in order to understand children's answers to questions about reporting abuse, we need to 

briefly consider what the current environment holds out to the South African child 

1.5 Growing up in South Africa: the mood, resources and challenges of a newly liberated 
nation 

It is well known and understood that very different worlds exist side by side in South Africa, determined 

essentially along racial categorisation. The environment of a white, urban child is constituted and guaranteed 

long before she or he is born (ZiUe, 1986). So too for the blac~ rural child. In fact, the destiny of most South 

African children can be guessed fairly accurately based on knowledge of their race, gender and urbanisation, 

and the combination of these. While the situation shows a growing level of variation in urban centres, change 

drags its feet in more remote parts of South Africa, and areas that were formally homelands. The latter 

locations are the sites of poor or non-existent infrastructure, requiring development of services at many 

different levels of care and administration (Thomas, 1987). While the argument of involving children in 

decisions that concern them is important for all groups of children, no matter how privileged, the focus in this 

thesis concerns the more frequent experience of deprivation among South African children and informing 
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ourselves of their needs and views. This focus is particularly important alongside current state efforts to 

redress inequality by redistributing services. 

Many black children in this country live with a high degree of stress resulting from disturbing levels of 

poverty, and criminal and domestic violence. These living conditions undermine the family as a source of 

support through alienation of traditional support networks, such as the extended family, whereby families are 

split up and the majority of adults are either engaged in work involving long hours away from home or coping 

with unemployment. 

The broader social context mirrors this situation. Alternative child care, education, and primary and tertiary 

health services are beset with problems of insufficiency. These basic building blocks have been shown by 

various investigators to compromise children's physical and psychological development (Kvalsvig & 

Connolly, 1984; Richter, 1994; Dawes, 1994b; Thomas, 1987; and Molteno et ai, 1986). Without them the 

prospects of rising out of this situation are slim. 

If child abuse is added to the scenario, the child's encounter with the justice and mental health system reveals 

further problems. As reported earlier, very few cases of child abuse reach court and when they do an even 

smaller proportion conclude in a guilty finding and sentencing (Schurink, 1996). There is generally very little 

repercussion, in the form of either punishment or treatment, for perpetrators of child abuse (Zabow, 1996). 

This has meant that for many children abused at home, the only way to offer them safety is removal from 

their families and placement in alternative care. This, unfortunately, is not a guarantee of safety, since 

removals do not result in opportunities for better living conditions. Nor does it guarantee psychological 

resolution for the child who must then deal with a lot more than the memories of the abuse. The situation 

with intrafamilial abuse is further complicated by the possibility of losing a source of income if the 

perpetrator is imprisoned or rejected by the family. 

Where services are available to offer children therapeutic support, mental health professionals will, on the 

whole, experience many obstacles in their work in the form of the implications outlined above. Cooper 

(1989), in her study of people working in the area of child sexual abuse, reports experiences of 

contradictions, confusion and conflict in response to the legal system and their work with perpetrators. 

Klisser (1983), studying the same field through a survey involving representatives of professions and 

organisations, found that many respondents experienced problems in the management of child sexual abuse 

cases, and considered themselves emotionally unprepared and inadequately trained. His investigation into 

commonly used resources among this group, found that "self" was the most frequently cited source, with 
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schools, public prosecutors and private practitioners as the least subscribed to for help by the service 

providers. 

As public awareness and preventative programmes increase on the topic of child abuse, it is expected that 

more children will present for help resulting in greater demands on the systems and services described 

(Argent et ai, 1995). Our appeals and applications for state assistance in response to this anticipated demand, 

as well as our existing services, could be valuably informed through understanding what children believe and 

want in these situations. Support for this notion can be found in the much cited evidence pertaining to the 

relationship between disclosure and emotional consequences for the child. This is presented below in the 

final section of this review, along with relevant studies abroad and locally on the topic of disclosure. 

1.6 Studies on Disclosing or Reportlng Abuse 
According to Hoefuagels & Baartman (1997) the importance of understanding disclosure is gaining 

acknowledgment among practitioners in view of the repeated finding that links keeping abuse secret with 

negative effects. They point out that disclosure serves preventative functions by marking the end of the abuse 

and the beginning of interventions, and by inhibiting or augmenting the development of negative 

consequences. Fontes (1993) notes the same implications and adds to this list the likelihood of preventing the 

abuser from victimising additional children. 

However, it is not sufficient that we limit our efforts to extracting disclosures from children. The positive 

implications of reporting or disclosing abuse involve the child experiencing a supportive and caring response 

from whom ever they have chosen to talk to (Hoefhagels & Baartman, 1997). The details of what comprises 

such a response have largely been defined by practitioners and their assumptions about what children want 

and need. Few studies have systematically researched any aspects of this topic. 

In Phelan's (1995) interviews with fathers and daughters on their perspectives of incest, many of the fathers 

remarked that they would have stopped incestuous activities if their daughters had revealed to anyone what 

was happening. While this can be understood as a way for the fathers to absolve themselves of responsibility 

for their actions, it is nevertheless important to establish what encourages or prevents children from 

disclosing abuse. In this study most of the children remained silent about the abuse until adolescence 

(Phelan, 1995). 

Himelein & McElrath (1996), interviewing adult survivors of child sexual abuse, found that none of their 

sample disclosed the abuse while it was occurring. However, most of this sample remarked that an earlier 

disclosure would have been very beneficial. In their review of literature pertaining to disclosure rates, 

Bradley & Wood (1996) report that about 75% of sexually abused children originally deny abuse and that this 

figure also accounts for the rate of accidental disclosures. Results from their own study, involving the 

review of 249 case files of child abuse from the Department of Protective and Regulatory Services in El Paso, 

Texas, found that a very small percentage of children disclosed to authorities. However, in 72% of these 

cases, an immediate family member, friend or school official had been told at one time or another. 
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Comparative findings for physical abuse are unavailable, with literature focusing exclusively on sexual abuse 

(Hoefnagels & Baartman, 1997). There are no South African studies specifically on this topic, whether the 

abuse is sexual or physical. However, when it comes to explaining children's reluctance to disclose, 

examples of South African opinions cite closeness of a family, ignorance of children regarding their rights, 

fear of the perpetrator and the outcome of the case, and feelings of guilt and shame (Pienaar, 1996). Secrecy 

and the innate fear of family disintegration, whereby the secret, through intimidation, becomes " ... both the 

SOW'Ce of fear and the promise of safety" (Sandler & Sepel, 1990:225) is offered as an explanation in the case of 

incest. Empirical efforts to explain this trend are again almost exclusively international. 

Phelan's (1995) qualitative finding on the topic is that children experiencing incest begin to disclose with the 

onset of adolescence and their shifting orientation from the family to their peers. Hoefnagels & Baartman 

(1997) showed that the process of disclo~-ure can be positively and directly influenced by mass media 

campaigns aimed at preventing and responding to child abuse. This involved a four-year longitudinal design 

in Netherlands, using calls to Child Line as a measure of the effectiveness of the campaign. Interestingly, the 

most frequent calls were silent ones. They explain this by arguing that 

"Their calls seem to be the' ultimate solution between remaining silent and talking, between coming up 

to and actually crossing the threshold of disclosure." (Hoefnagels & Baartman, 1997: S69). 

In evaluating their study they conclude that mass media communication can influence the process of 

disclosure, particularly when the disclosure is responded to positively. They concede that their study does 

not help to answer the q~stion of which group of the abused population will never disclose their experiences. 

Their findings are also limited to contexts were technology is equally accessible and affordable. 

The phenomenon of disclosure has also been studied through the lenses of an ecological model by Fontes 

(1993). She interviewed Puerto Rican women with a history of childhood sexual abuse and psychotherapists 

with experience treating this population. Using an ecological model she shows how " .. .numerous factors 

combine to make it difficult for all children to disclose sexual abuse." (Fontes, 1993: p22). Understanding these as 

layers of factors she analyses constraints to disclosure as comprising factors such as being non-verbal due to 

young age or developmental delay at the level of the iDdividual chlld. Implied or overt threats are identified 

as characteristics of the abusive situation level, followed by quality of communication at the family level. 

Fontes (1993) regards these inner layers to have been well examined and focuses her attention at the levels of 

ethnic culture and the influence of the wider soeiety to account for reluctance to disclose among Puerto 

Rican women. Through analysis of her interviews she shows how various systematic practices of minority 

oppression, such as discrimination, migration, poverty and lack of bilingual services, deter Puerto Rican 

children from disclosing abuse. This is further compounded by cultural factors such as child rearing 

ideologies that demand unquestioning obedience from children and virginity in girls and women. In this way 

she is able to give specific and practical recommendations for intervention that will encourage disclosure. 

Finally, Bradley & Wood's (1996) quantitative investigation described earlier, supports the explanations that 

children retract their disclosures in response to pressure from adults and that denial of abuse is more likely if 
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the caregiver is unsupportive. Their findings, however, do not support the well-known and ascribed to 

explanation of disclosure as a quasi-developmental process that involves sequential stages of denial, 

reluctance, disclosure, recantation and reaffirmation (Sorenson & Snow, 1991 in Bradley & Wood, 1996). 

They draw attention to the need for research to study the underpinnings of disclosure further. Although they 

are hesitant to account for their findings, Jones (1996) commenting on their results highlights their finding 

that disclosure begins before there is contact with professionals. However, he agrees with Bradley & Wood's 

concluding sentiments on the topic, writing 

" ... we simply do not have sufficient information to be categorical when answering the question 'how 

do children tell?' ... " (1996: p880). 

This study takes a few steps backwards to examine what children believe about disclosing abuse and their 

preferences as regards the outcome of sUch a decision, in order to bring us a few steps closer to understanding 

what would constitute a supportive and caring response for them. 

1.7 Summary and Conclusions 
The review of mainstream International and South African literature was found to be primarily concerned 

with detecting the extent of child abuse, measuring its effects, and treating its casualties. These trends were 

further found to be biased in favour of attending to the topic of sexual abuse and studying adult subjects in 

the form of offenders, adult survivors and service providers who deal with child abuse in their work. 

Evaluations of these trends and types of methodological practices, as outlined by post-modern and feminist 

practitioners reveals assumptions that perpetuate the conditions under which children are cast as helpless and 

without opinion. 

The present investigation sought to include children, and therefore their opinions, of what they expect and 

prefer in relation to seeking help for abuse. The topic of disclosure was chosen in line with empirical 

findings that relate ameliorative effects for the child with disclosing to someone who responds with a 

supportive stance. The exact parameters of what is regarded to be a supportive response was investigated as 

opposed to assuming what this means for children. 

While acknowledging the importance of listening to what all children think, regardless of class, gender or 

race, the present investigation chose to focus on children living in underprivileged and oppressive 

circumstances, given the possibility of redre~sing inequality in these areas through state efforts at service 

provision and therefore the opportunity to include children in the architecture of their futures. The distinction 

between sexual and physical abuse was not employed here, instead relying on what children determined to be 

wrong or hurtfuL A focus on intrafamilial abuse, however, was chosen given the findings that in the majority 

of child abuse cases the offender is known to the child. A decision was also made to study children in the 

general population rather than a clinical population of children known to have been abused. This decision 

was made on the basis of findings that report and estimate such a high level of child abuse as to render 

distinctions between unabused and abused children as of little value. 
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CHAPTER 2: METHOD 

2.1 Introduction and Context 

The focus and context of this survey were chosen to inform the development of a psychological service for 

victims of 'child abuse and domestic violence. The project began operating in February 1994 in the 

Community Health Department of Cecilia Makiwane Hospital situated in Mdantsane, Eastern Cape. This 

represented the establishment of psychological services for the first time in the history of the area, serving an 

estimated population of 500000 people (personal communication, Hon Or Trudi Thomas). The study was 

conducted alongside another survey (referred to as the adjacent survey from here on) investigating domestic 

violence among adults carried out by Eric Harris. The selection and training of fieldworkers was shared 

between the surveys and largely co-ordinated by the aforementioned researcher. Information about the 

procedures and sampling presented here resemble these facets in Harris's work, and in places have been 

informed directly by this. A brief background to the context, Mdantsane and Nowawe, will be provided as 

well a general note about the population under investigation. This is followed by the procedure and summary 

of results of the pilot study that informed the survey. The method used to conduct the survey, as well as the 

limitations associated with this, will also be outlined in this chapter. 

Mdantsane is a township located in the former Ciskei Homeland and at a distance of ISkm from the city of 

East London. It is a peri-urban settlement divided geographically into Neighbourhood Units (NU). The units 

of interest to this study are NU 1, NU9 and NU 17. These units were chosen because they represent distinct 

socio-economic areas in the Mdantsane community and together constitute the urban sample. NUl is the 

oldest and probably poorest area in the township. NU9 is a newer area also known as the 'Buffer Strip'. It 

consists of informal housing and families with a less homogenous distribution of income in comparison to 

the formal neighbouring units. NU17 is also of more recent origin but is distinct as being an affiuent area, 

whose residents are mainly government employees and professionals (information about the neighbouring 

units was derived through personal communication with Cuma Mbande at AFRICON in East London). The 

rural sample was drawn from three villages in the Nowawe area, approximately ISkm north of Mdantsane. 

The villages were chosen on the basis of their size (for the purpose of the adjacent surveys, 80-100 

households were needed). 

2.2 Population 
Based on the statistical records of children seen at the Domestic Violence Project in 1994, children between 

the age of 6 and 16 were included in this study. While it is acknowledged that children younger than 'six 

years old, and particularly at a preverbal stage of development, are at least if not more at risk of being abused, 

the level of abstraction and communication needed in an interview format excluded them from the sample. 

With respect to adolescents over the age of 16, their exclusion from the sample was based on the reasoning 

that they are in a better position to get help by virtue of their greater mobility and access to information. Peer 
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support at this developmental stage is reported to be a primary locus of identity rather than authority figures 

for younger age groups (Holmes, 1991). However, this ceiling was later raised to include children up to the 

age of 18 where fieldworkers had exceeded the original limit on several occasions, perhaps reflecting 

sensitivity to the real limits of childhood in this community. Male and female children were included to 

investigate differences in responses between these groups. For similar reasons, children from a variety of 

economic living conditions were sampled in the survey. 

2.3 Pilot Study 
The pilot study was conducted at Cecilia Makiwane Hospital and involved semi-structured interviews with 

primary school-aged children. 

2.3.1 Securing Permission for the study 

Permission for the pilot study was obtained through Cecilia Makiwane Hospital's Ethics Committee following 

a written application to this forum which outlined the method and purpose of this preliminary investigation 

(see Appendix I). The Hospital's Ethics Committee consented to the use of its outpatient premises for 

interviewing children and demonstrated an interest in the outcome of these results. 

2.3.2 Sampling 

Children with a parent or guardian who were attending an outpatient department at the hospital were 

approached for consent to participate in the study. Both children who had been brought to the hospital for 

medical treatment, as well as those children who were accompanying a patient, were included. Based on 

research investigating the epidemiology of child abuse, the evidence points to a lack of difference between 

abused and non-abused children with respect to frequency of interim illnesses (Elmer, 1980). This finding is 

of importance for establishing reliability where the intention was to interview children who represent the 

general population rather than a clinical population. With this in mind, the pilot study was conducted across 

a variety of departments to include acute and chronic conditions. 

2.3.3 The Sample 

A total of 28 children were interviewed and an equal number of male and female participants were included. 

The participants were spread across two groups. Group A were questioned in relation to the abuser being 

unspecified, whereas Group B were asked questions that specifically pertained to intrafamilial abuse. 

Table 2.1 below summarises the main profile features of this sample 

Table 1.1 Defiaing Characteriltla of the PIlot sample 

M=10 M=7 F=l1 M=17 

x = 9.529 sd = 1.771 x = 9.727 sd = 1.954 x = 9.607 sd = 1.81 
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The sample was drawn from the following departments: Paediatric outpatient department (n=21), Eye clinic 

(n=5), Casualty (n=I), and Orthopaedic Department (n=I). In three cases the children interviewed were 

accompanying a relative with a medical complaint and in the remainder of cases the children were either 

receiving check-ups for ongoing medical conditions (n=12) or were presenting with a recent or acute medical 

complaint (n=13). In total, three of these children were at the hospital specifically for treatment of non

accidental injury in the form of sexual abuse. One of these children was unable to answer any of the 

questions or speak to the interviewer following her consent to participate. 

2.3.4 Proeedure 

The pilot study was designed for the purpose of eliciting categories to be used in the survey for quantifying 

children's expectations, beliefs and preferences with respect to disclosing abuse. It also provided an 

opportunity for practising interviews with children, thereby informing the administration of the survey. The 

children were asked open-ended questions pertaining to their beliefs about the 'good' and 'bad' consequences 

of reporting. abuse, and who they believed would support or oppose them in disclosing. The questions 

distinguished between physical and sexual abuse, and in the case of Group A and Group B between 

intrafamilial and extrafamilial abuse. 

The questions were originally modelled on Ajzen and Fishbein's (1980) theory of reasoned action (see 

Appendix 1). All of these were later modified after initial administration showed a need for more simplified, 

unambiguous concepts, and the use of examples to enhance understanding of the questions (see Appendix 2). 

The questions were translated into Xhosa by a trainee counsellor at the hospital's Domestic Violence Project. 

Her experience working as a translator for counselling abused children meant that she was familiar with the 

Xhosa concepts and expressions needed to convey and capture information in the survey. Her counselling 

training and experience in the field of abuse and communication with children, also qualified her to 

administer the interviews. 

She was instructed to approach children and their guardians at the chosen locations in the hospital, and to 

follow a set of procedures encompassing an introduction of who she was, what the interview entailed (time, 

place, questions), confidentiality, and consent (see Appendix 3). In the case of hesitancy or uncertainty on 

the part of the guardians, they were offered an opportunity to view the questions. Consent was obtained from 

guardians in writing and from children verbally. This encompassed permission for the children to be 

interviewed in private, without anyone present besides the interviewer, and for the children's responses to 

remain confidential. She recorded the children's responses during the interview and was also responsible for 

explaining to them what the questions were for. 
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2.3.5 Analysis 

The data collected in the interviews was translated into English by the interviewer and then subjected to 

content analysis to generate categories that were then compared for the independent variables of age, sex, and 

type of abuse. 

2.3.6 Summary and Discussion of the Results 

In the interests of space, the details of the pilot study results have been included in Appendix 4 and a brief 

overview of the main themes and how these have informed the survey are presented below. Since Group A in 

the pilot study was not questioned about intrafamilial abuse, attention is primarily given to the results of 

Group B, where this specification was central. 

2.3.6.1 Positive outcomes of reporting abuse 

Children's answers about what constitutes positive consequences for reporting either physical or sexual 

abuse, suggests an expectation or hope that the abuser will be threatened or punished. While female 

children, on the whole, had less to say in answer to these questions, they subscribed to this outcome with 

similar frequency to males. In the case of physical abuse, male and female children also identified the 

removal of the abuser from home as a good result of discloslD'e. Male children differed from females on 

the topic of sexual abuse, by listing police involvement and the likelihood of a happier and safer situation 

for themselves with more frequency, while female children were less convinced that any good consequences 

would follow disclosure of this type of abuse. 

2.3.6.2 Negative outcomes of reporting abuse 

Inspection of what the female children believed to be the poorer consequences of reporting sexual abuse, 

showed that, firstly, they responded with greater overall frequency to this section, suggesting more barriers to 

seeking help for this group, and, secondly, they anticipated the abuser to respond with rejection, malice, 

bribery and increased abusiveness towards them. The males differed with their responses to reporting 

sexual abuse in so far as they answered that the abuser would become more aggressive and dangerous. In 

the case of bad consequences resulting from disclosure of physical abuse, male and female children showed 

similar expectations of the abuser responding with rejection and tlireatening behaviour aimed at 

intimidating them. However, female children anticipated more aggressive behaviour by the abuser, similar 

to their belief that reporting sexual abuse would cause this to escalate. Females also expected to be blamed 

and undergo emotional distress if they reported physical abuse. In terms of age differences, younger 

children tended to emphasise the consequence of rejection while older children showed greater concern for 

their physical safety. 

These findings on the outcome of reporting abuse point to distinctions between how the abuser will be 

treated, and what the child will experience. For the survey, it was decided to include measures of both these 
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outcomes. Questions about how the abuser will be treated were designed to investigate (i) whether children 

believed that abusive adults would be held accountable for their behaviour or not, and (ii) whether this 

accountability was expected to be enforced by formal authorities (Q9.1 in Appendix 9), suggesting an 

awareness that children have a societal right to care and safety, or from informal sources (Q9.2 in Appendix 

9), such as the family, and therefore, whether children expect their families to outlaw abuse at home. 

As regards the outcome for the child, questions were chosen to reflect the themes in the pilot study of losing the 

abuser's love (Q9.3 in Appendix 9) and being subjected to increased levels of abuse as a result of this disclosure 

(Q9.4 in Appendix 9). Questions about whether the children expected to be believed (Q9.5 in Appendix 9) and 

helped (Q9.6 in Appendix 9) if they reported abuse, were also included in the survey. It was reasoned that an 

expectation of not being believed would serve as a fundamental barrier to seeking help. Apart from whether 

children thought that someone else could help them, it was decided that open-ended questions of what kind of 

'help' is wanted should be asked instead of assuming what this means. 

2.3.6.3 Sources of encouragement for reporting abuse 

In the case of physical abuse, children's responses about who would encourage them to report showed a 

generally reduced expectation of support from their environment compared to children answering this 

question where the abuser is not specified as a family member. Male and female children made equal 

mention of expecting their peers to be supportive. A trend towards females regarding non-familial persons 

as most supportive and males favouring a belief in families being supportive was found. Non-familial 

persons and peers were not included by any group in their list of supportive sources for the disclosure of 

sexual abuse. Instead, family and self were the only sources of support identified, with male children listing 

themselves as encouraging disclosure more often than females. Interestingly, service providers and fathers 

were excluded in the children's responses for both physical and sexual ahuse. 

2.3.6.4 Sources of discouragement for reporting abuse 

When asked about who would discourage them from reporting abuse, the children named the abuser and 

anyone associated with himlher as likely to prevent them from reporting either physical or sexual abuse. 

An ambivalence about peers was demonstrated with some of the younger children listing them as likely to be 

discouraging of reporting physical or sexual abuse, where before in the previous section peers were 

identified as sources of encouragement. Household members and people in the neighbovhood were also 

included as potential barriers to disclosure for physical abuse. 

To allow for more specificity in the survey, based on these findings where ambivalences and a range of 

different sources were identified, it was decided to include a list that distinguished between peers and 

siblings, mothers and fathers, parents and relatives, neighbours and a variety of service providers and 
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community members that the child would know of. Apart from retaining the question of whether the child 

could expect encouragement from these people to report, two additional questions were added in the survey 

distinguishing between who the child would choose to disclose to, and who they thought would be able to 

help them. 

2.4 The Survey 

2.4.1 Securing Permission for the Survey 

In the case of the survey, permission was granted for interviewing children in their households through 

meetings and applications to the SANCO executive committee in Mdantsane, and the equivalent civics 

committee prevailing over the rural district of Nowawe. Permission from these forums was made contingent 

upon collaboration with and accountability to these committees with respect to the selection of local 

fieldworkers and the outcome of the survey. 

2.4.2 Sampling 

A sample of children from the general population ofMdantsane and Nowawe were chosen as the focus of this 

study rather than a clinical sample of known cases of child abuse. This was decided on the basis that a high 

proportion of children could be expected to be victims of abuse, or at risk of this, in any cross-section of the 

population based on the prevalence rates reviewed earlier, so that distinctions between non-abused and 

abused populations are difficult to define and control (Levett & MacLeod, 1991). 

The survey drew its sample randomly from households in the targeted areas of Mdantsane and Nowawe. 

Fieldworkers were allocated streets and areas within which to administer questionnaires and provided with a 

map of the area. Each fieldworker was also guided in their sampling by a predetermined quota of children 

based on sex and age group. Initially target houses were marked on the map but this was found to be 

impractical as the maps were not sufficiently accurate. As a result, the field workers sampled an area by 

choosing the third house from every corner and moving next door if there were no children that fitted the 

description of their target. In the case of the informal settlement, target households were chosen by entering 

the area, approaching the first dwelling and moving to adjacent dwellings if no appropriate target person was 

available. After a completed interview the field worker would stand in the doorway, locate the third doorway 

from where they stood and treat this as their next target. In the rural areas, where homes are not arranged 

along streets, the fieldworkers were instructed to begin their sampling by following the same procedure for 

the informal settlements, described above. 

Validation of the sampling was achieved by running spot checks on approximately 10% of the surveyed 

residences in Mdantsane. This yielded a confirmation by an available household member of the field worker 

having conducted the questionnaire in 6()oA, to 70% of the recorded households. In the case of the rural 
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villages, a local civics representative collected the questionnaires daily and personally verified the number 

and types of children surveyed. 

1.4.3 The sample 
A total of 500 children were surveyed. Eleven of these had to be disregarded because of faulty birthdate 

recordings, bringing the total of the sample to 489. While this represents the total number of questionnaires 

analysed in the study, as a result of incompletions to various questions, the total of the sample differs across 

variables by up to 9. 

The sample is close to evenly distributed according to sex, with 234 males and 255 females (see Graph 2.1 in 

Appendix 6). The mean age, based on a sample of 488, is 12.780 with a sd = 2.530. The ages ranged 

between 5.856 and 17. 812 years old. Table 2.2 outlines the frequencies of age according to categories. This 

shows that the age groups older than 12 years have the highest frequency, while children younger than 8 

constitute a much smaller portion of the sample (3.27%). 

Table 1.1 Frequeades of Aps 

17 

80 

176 

310 

447 

488 

3.27% 

12.88% 

19.63% 

27.40% 

28.01% 

8.38% 

F or the purposes of analysing the data, age was grouped into two categories, namely Group I comprising 

children younger than thirteen and Group 2 including children between the ages of 13 and 18. Graph 2.2 in 

Appendix 7 depicts the differences between these groups and Table 2.3 summarises this information across 

the demographic variables of sex and area. Using Pearson Chi-Square to test whether the variable of age was 

independent of the variables of sex and area, an independent association was found with sex (X2= 1.79 and ~ 

0.1812) and a significantly dependent association was found with where the child resided (X2=26.90 and p:s: 

0.0001). The latter fmding was further tested using residual analysis and showed that NU9 was distinct from 

the other areas by having more pre-adolescent children than adolescent ones (z=3.51 and Bonferroni

corrected p:s: 0.00625). 



Table 1.3 Descriptive Statistics for Aae AccordiDI to the Total sample, Sex aDd Area. 

22.1 20.9 13.5 11.3 9.6 56.9 25.8 31.1 

10.3 

1.55 

10.4 

1.42 

10.4 10.7 10.4 9.72 

1.44 1.41 1.32 1.63 

14.6 

1.32 

14.5 

1.33 

14.8 14.5 

1.30 1.28 

*where Tot. = total sample; M = male; F = female; 1 =NU1; 9 = NU9; 17 = NU17; and R= Rural 
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5.1 16.6 14.3 

14.5 14.8 

1.09 1.47 

14.7 

1.23 

Graph 2.3 in Appendix 8 depicts the samples for the four areas investigated in the survey. Table 2.4 

summarises the distribution of the sample across sex and area, demonstrating the lowest frequency of 

questionnaires from the informal settlement, constituting 16% of the sample. No significant association was 

found between these two variables (X2=5.82 and p~ 0.1203) 

Table 1.4 Cross-tabulatioa of Area of ResideDce by Sex 

1.4.4 Procedure 

2.4.4.1 The Questionnaire 

The questionnaire was designed to measure the types of ideas and preferences that children hold about 

disclosing intrafamilial abuse. The focus on intrafamilial abuse was chosen in line with findings that suggest 

that in the majority of cases the perpetrators are known to their victims (Schurink, 1996). Furthermore, the 

instances of abuse involving family members or relatives is assumed to create barriers to disclosure, the 

nature of which is deemed of central importance to understanding where and how to intervene in these cases. 

Based on categories generated from the pilot study, the children were asked to choose how much the 

questions applied to them along a 4-point Likert scale, ranging between the response 'always' (rated' 1 ') and 

'never' (rated '4'). These closed-ended questions inquired about how they would react to being abused by a 

family member (see question 8 in Appendix 9) and what they thought would follow a disclosure of the abuse 

(see question 9 in Appendix 9). An open-ended question was included as to what they would want someone 

to do if they disclosed abuse to them (question 9.7) and what they would not want that person to do (question 

9.8). 
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Investigation was also made into the children's beliefs which distinguished between who would encourage 

them to disclose, who could help them, and who they would choose to disclose to (see question 10 in 

Appendix 9). 

The term 'abuse' was operationalised as 'being badly hurt' with the purpose of leaving it up to the individual 

child to decide what is hurtful, traumatic and therefore abusive in their experience. In this way the term does 

not distinguish between the different types of abuse but rather gives weight to the child's evaluation of what is 

wrong or bad. This defInition was employed in line with Levett's (1994) deconstruction of the medicalisation 

and diagnosis of abuse based on eurocentric standards, whereby this label blurs from view the individual 

differences in defIning and understanding this experience, with the danger of creating trauma where there is 

none and missing trauma where it is not expected. In this way, the presence of physical or sexual abuse could 

be covered without making a distinction between them. While it can be argued that there are different 

implications depending on the type of abuse, Hoefuagels & Baartman (1997) direct attention to the way 

similar feelings of shame, self doubt and guilt can be experienced in response to both physical and sexual 

abuse and therefore, their disclosure. 

The operationalisation of the concept of 'intrafamilial' was treated similarly to that of 'trauma', with the child 

being left to decide who would be included in such a defInition and thereby also acknowledging differences 

in what constitutes family for different groups of people and between individuals. Children were asked abOut 

their subjective experience of 'safety' across a vanety of situations (see question 7 in Appendix 9). Their 

experience of safety at home and walking about in the neighbomhood was selected to be of interest to this 

dissertation. Questions were also included in the survey to offer an indication of psychological well-being 

and functioning. These included: symptoms of anxiety; sickliness, anti-social and aggressive behaviour; 

substance use; pregnancy and teenage parenthood; and sociability. This dissertation has limited its focus to 

some of these variables, in particular, sociability and indicators of high risk behaviour. 

Demographic information detailing the types of households lived in and the whereabouts of the child's 

biological parents were obtained. Information was also collected about the child's schooling. These details 

along with the questions about sociability and behaviour were included to obtain a description of the sample 

and a means of comparison with samples from other studies. 

Children younger than 12 years of age were interviewed with a guardian for the first part of the survey 

regarding demographic and health-related information. The remaining questions were asked privately. All 

children were granted choice to participate in the survey and to withdraw at any stage if they wished to. 

Their parents or guardians were also approached for consent. 
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In questions 7 to 9 where the child was asked to choose how relevant a statement was to them, children under 

the age of 12 were assisted in this with a pictorial representation of the measured relevance. For question 7, 

the degree of safety and protection was pictorially operationalised in the form of faces with vel)' happy to 

very sad expressions (see Appendix 5). Where the quantities of 'always, sometimes, hardly ever and never' 

applied, a building at night with different quantities of lit windows was used to represent these graded terms 

(see Appendix 5). 

The instructions for the field workers, containing the questions of the survey, were translated into Xhosa by a 

first-language speaker with a teaching qualification and Masters in linguistics. The material was then 

informally back translated by the nursing staff and fieldworkers, and where changes were made these were 

generally to reduce the formality of expressions used. 

2.4.4.2 Administration of the Questionnaire 

Fieldworkers were recommended by the local civic committees, and were interviewed and selected on the 

basis of being literate, bilingual in Xhosa and English, their interpersonal manner and their understanding of 

the survey procedure. Experience with market research, voter education and voter registration was a strong 

recommendation, and in fact, many of the fieldworkers had participated in at least one form of door-to-door 

canvassing (usually voter education). Five men and twelve women were employed in Mdantsane. In 

Nowawe, 3. women were employed to conduct the survey. 

The urban training extended over a period of 18 sessions between 2 and 4 hours in duration, during which the 

fieldworkers were prepared to administer both this survey as well as the adjacent survey on domestic 

violence, using the same sampling procedures. The rural training lasted 4 sessions in response to faster 

learning and less mistakes made by these field workers. The questionnaire and its administration was 

explained and discussed in detail. The fieldworkers practised the questionnaire through repeated role-plays 

while being observed by the rest of the group. They were also required to administer the questionnaire a 

number of times during the training. These were scrutinised by the researcher and any problems were then 

discussed and role-played during the training sessions. Once efficiency and familiarity with the questionnaire 

was achieved, each fieldworker was given thirty questionnaires to conduct and contracted to be paid for evel)' 

completed interview. They were in addition supplied with a detailed written manual of how to establish 

contact with child subjects and administer the questionnaire to them (see Appendix 10), and daily contact 

with the co-ordinator when they handed in their completed questionnaires. 

Each questionnaire was administered in 15 to 30 minutes. The entire survey was completed in three weeks 

during the June school holidays in 1995. All children were given a pamphlet created by the Domestic 

Violence Project, outlining its services for children and information about where the project was located. 
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2.4.5 Analysis 
The results of the research were analysed by means of descriptive statistics for the total sample, and 

inferential statistics where the data was examined for relationships and differences according to the variables 

of age, sex, and where the children lived. The major portion of the data was comprised of categorical data. 

This was described in terms of frequency tabulations and percentages for the total sample, and was tested 

using Pearson Chi-Square where the association between variables was investigated. Correlations were also 

calculated for binomial categorical data using Phi (IJ. Post-hoc analysis of categorical data was carried out 

using residual analysis. This procedure along with the corrected p level is explained and illustrated in the 

results (page 31). ANOV A tests were run on ranked data, where children had been asked to quantify their 

beliefs, expectations and experiences. Post-hoc analysis of this data was carried out using the Newman-Keuls 

procedure at p< 0.05. 

2.5 Problems and Limitations 
This study is limited through its cross-sectional design which does not allow for prediction of changes over 

time. The findings can therefore only inform us of children's cUITent ideas and preferences. This descriptive 

format also means that measures of causality and inferences are not possible. and in this way the study does 

not add to our theory of how children think or act. While the value of predicting these is not disputed. the 

intention of this study is argued to be specifically about raising awareness of children's opinions about issues 

that concern them. and the importance and possibility of including them in this way. 

At the level of method, two broad problems are recognised with implications for validity. Firstly, demand 

characteristics associated with children being asked questions by adults, particularly where the topic covers 

deviant behaviour and disclosing personal/intimate information about family. Reynolds (1986), in her 

interviews with children from Crossroads about their families, found that there was a tendency to portray both 

self and family as ideal, free of conflict and deviance. This is likely to be a response, similar to that described 

with adult subjects, where there is a strong motivation to be accepted by the researcher or even to avoid real 

or imagined punishment and/or rejection. Secondly, developmental cognitive capacities may have rendered 

answers that involved comprehension of time and duration inaccurate in younger children who have yet to 

consolidate these capacities. These cognitive considerations may have also implicated understanding of 

consequences of behaviour. However, an argument could be made that children who are abused will rely on 

these same cognitive capacities with which to make sense of and react to their experience. 

Another limitation involves the sampling used in the survey, which relied on questioning children in their 

homes. Although the survey was specifically carried out during the school holidays, the sample may be 

biased in so far as it excludes those children who do not spend much time at home. This has implications for 

the sample's generalisability, since it could be argued that children away from home possibly represent a more 
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independent, resilient group or, alternatively, are more in need of avoiding home and family. Either way, 

these could change the patterns found with respect to ideas about being hurt and seeking help. 

The problems associated with translation, involving power and role ambiguity, as well as threats to ecological 

validity (Drennan, 1992), are applicable. Finally, even with careful training, monitoring and mechanisms of 

accountability, the possibility still exists that the fieldworkers may have influenced the responses given by the 

children instead of remaining impartial. This is likely where personal investments in portraying local families 

as stable and conflict-free exist. Another factor could be a customary attitude towards children that devalues 

their intelligence or status, thereby entitling adults to speak for children or influence what they say. 
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CHAPTER 3 : RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of demographic data and responses to intended behaviour and preferred outcomes of reporting 

intrafamilial abuse are presented in this section. Trends for the total sample will be introduced, followed by 

findings pertaining to distinct groupings of area, sex and age. While the total sample size for the survey is 

489 children, this figure varies by up to 9 due to omitted answers to some of the questions. The percentages 

and tests presented are therefore calculated on the sample size for each question, with a minimum of 480 as 

the total. Sections of the data have been excluded from analysis for the purposes of this dissertation, where it 

was decided that this was not of immediate relevance to determining ideas about disclosing abuse. 

3.1 Demographic Patterns 
The sample, already introduced in chapter 2, is described here along the lines of (i) residence and socio-

economic indicators, (ii) schooling and health, (Hi) indicators of social support and behaviour, and (iv) high 

risk behaviour. 

3.1.1 Residence and Socio-economic Indicators 
The majority of the sample reported living in households co!llprising two generations (78.93%), and a total of 

between 3 to 5 household members (64.4%), while families with three generations and seven or more 

residents were represented by a fifth of the sample. Only three children named a nonfamilial resident when 

asked to list everyone they lived with. 52.55% of the sample reported having lived at their current residence 

for six or more years, while" 15,33% had stayed for less than two years in their home. The breakdown for 

figures of employment show that in 32.10% of homes surveyed, no-one was employed. One person per 

household was employed in 40.89% of the sample, while two or more people had jobs in 26.99% of homes. 

As regards residing with parents, 21.26% of the children surveyed reported living apart from their mother. 

and 49.89% reported living apart from their fathers. In 16.97% of the sample, children reported living 

without both their parents and instead in the care of their relatives. 

3.1.2 Schooling and Health 
Of the total sample. 11 children reported not attending school. 10 of these children reported being 

unemployed and no response was recorded for one child. The highest standards obtained for these 

unemployed school-leavers ranged between Std 2 and matric. The remaining children ranged between Sub A 

and matric, with the frequencies for each standard presented below in Table 3.1. A division of these 

frequencies into elementary/junior primary (Sub A-Std 3: 37.9%), senior primary (Std 4 and 5 : 26.58%) and 

high school (Std 6-Std 10 : 33.72%), shows slightly uneven groupings in which primary school children are 

most represented. 
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Table 3.1 Frequencies and Percentages of Cbildren from Sub A to Std 8+ 

32.1 0 % of the total sample had failed one year at school, with the highest percentage occurring with 

elementary (Sub A and Sub B = 38.2%) and junior primary (Std 1-3 = 36.30%) levels, and tapering off in 

higher standards. 12.06% of the sample failed a second time, 3.06% failed a third year and 6 children were 

recorded as having failed four times at school. 

In terms of health, 10.45% of the sample reported suffering from chronic ailments and 29.65% had been 

hospitalised at least once in their lifetimes. The majority of hospitalisations were for systemic illnesses, 

infections, accidents and respiratory diseases. 12 children had been hospitalised twice and 3 children were 

hospitalised a third time. One child reported physical abuse as a chronic ailment. The majority of children 

with chronic conditions selected hospital and clinic based interventions (74%) over and above traditional 

treatments (2%). and 18% elected no treatment at all. 

3.1.3 Social support and behaviour 
The majority of the sample (92.32%) responded to the question about how many friends they had at school or 

work. with the answer of 'a few' or 'many'. Slightly less children (85.68%) reported similar quantities of 

friendships in their neighbourhoods. Just under half the sample (46.72%) reported at least one membership 

of a social group, such as sport, art or political. Affiliation to a religious group was reported by 80.16% of 

the sample. Given the choice of who they would prefer to spend any free time they had with, 40.97% of the 

children selected a friend, 36.19% a family member, 4.49% their own company, and 2.24% chose a non

platonic friend. 

3.1.4 High Risk Behaviour 
Of the sample. 11 were recorded as having offspring and 4 females reported additional pregnancies that had 

not been carried to term. The mean age of their offspring was 4.62 years at the time of the survey and friends 

(n=3), relatives (n=I), a parent (n-1) and other (n=4) were identified as the offspring's other parent. A very 

small percentage of the sample admitted to use of any substances, as presented in Table 3.2. With regards 

breaking the law, 8 children reported such involvement, including theft, rape and assault. The children 

ranged in age between 10 and 16 years old at the time of the crimes. Three out of the six children who 

provided details about their misdemeanors, reported that they had been charged and tried in court with the 

consequence of a guilty finding for three out of the five cases, and a warning for all the children involved. 
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num ..... 01" C'OIun,ns and "'''s In . '" . oo.in,:''''Y I.b", unci ... Ln' t5Ilption (Ila,·s, 1'.191:8601. For . xan,pl e. III I t.. 
......., ..... ~"al'MS 01 ajI' ./ld t ... lIIftot ial dw;lli.ln , th< r .... u~' .. 1sc <"or raft ....... I ., aFW K 0.05 and lb . 
produ. ' of rn '" ~nd Colllll1llS is 6. Tbls 11 ..... ... ~I 01" C1BPC. O.OO8l. 



Taille J,l C~ i •• quart R .. ull. of Housobold CI."inralory ".ria bl .. arro r<limg ro Ar",;,n ond Ag~ 

0.25918 '''' , 
0.0000 1 J ,J", 2 29.13 , 0,0000 1 2, 1",7 , 0,34171 6,iJ 0.04660 , 0.0000 1 2.2", 0, lJ~~ 1 2.99 0.08J~~ 

0.05630 0 ,11 272 2.70 0.09985 

Table J . 4 pres~nls the stati.tical fmding, ur schooling and health da,silicalO'l "ariables J losp ila]isation and 

chronic . ilme,m were fowld to be unrelated 10 " .. here the children lived, how old they Were and ,,'helhcr they 

Were: male <)f female. The childr~n's level of~ehooling WIl5 found to bt associatcd ".;th their sex. and more 

c~peel.dl). their age. wilh re,idual anal~'S; , yielding n<> significanl finding, on th~ nalure of these 

a.roei.lion, al Boni.lToni·cOIT~Cled p s 0,0027. Are. and allo wen found 10 be significantly associaled ,,';Ih 

,landarJs failed al s.:h""r. Usi ng rnidual anal)si" pre-adoles,:ent children were found 10 fall mOre III 

demen1,,,)' 't"ndar,h (z-3.076 aunfeITuni-cOlToctcd p S 0,0(83). whil~ no signiliram resuh.!i ",ero obtained 

through this analysis for area at Bonferrooi-<orTCcted p S; 0.004 1, 

Tobk3,4 Cbi •• quar. Rt, .hs for Srboullll<l Ht.llb cII,,;n"lur~ Vaciabl .. A<ncdIR~ to Ar ... 

Su ud Ago 

Table 3.5 con1ains Ibe stal.iSlical results of social support !Illd behaviour dassificalOI) "ariables. Sex and age 

""re both round I" be assoClAled ,,;th one Mthe variables dcs.:ribing soci.billl)' , namely group membership. 

R .... iduol 3nal)'~i s of these associations re.-ealed lbat plC-adolescen t children belong tCl group, Icss (>=2,] S I 

Bo"ferroni...:orrected p S 0,0125) while nO significanl diITelences were foruld for sex al Honferronj"':olTeeud 

pS 0.012S. Religi('lUl; affiliation w"' rouod 10 be independenl of area, se~ and age, Howeve, .• "ailabilil)' of 

mendships at scllool. wo.-l 0.- in tI,. neighb"urhood: group lI1eml>crsltip: and preferences about who to spend 

free lime ,,;th, were all found 10 be si8nificantly dep<ndenl On whe,e the chil d li"ed. Residual analy,i, of 

me,;t" resullS showed no signifIcant furdings [Clr availabilil)' of friend. al ,.,hool (Bonferroni·cortec tcd p 2: 

0.(0416) of free time (Bonferronj'corrO<'led p " 0.OCl312S). Significant findings "ere established in th~ case 

of avai lab ilil)' of fnends in the neighbourhood .... .;th children from NO"lIwe ha"lng ' many ' friendships 



(z-3, 1 b6 Honferroni-corre<led l' ~ O. OO~ 16) . Residual analysi~ of grOllp membersl\l p alS{) sh(N.ed mal mOre 

ch,ldre" ftom t.l.1 1 belonged 10 a group 1 z-) ,6(15 Bonferroni-corTecled pS) ,605) while few children h' ill~ 

in the onflH'm al selllemcnl were members of a group (:1:"'4.146 Bonferrolli"'()rTected p S 0,006 25 ), 

TabJ.3.5 

A> regard, th~ variab les of hilfl' ri,k hthaviollT. the >mall sample Slln rmdered stalistical testing 

Wlwalranted 

3.2 Expectations, Preferences and Experiences relating to Safety and Disclosing Abuse 
The results or 4ue5tioo 7. S, 9 aIKl 10 are prestnted along with interprelation of these fmdit\g~ in Ihe 

li'lIowing section 

3.2. 1 Question 7 ; [1pu'. De . of saC. t)' at born . and in tb. n .. i~bbourbood 

g2 ,61~. of tilt tOlal sample reponed that they alway. fdt safe at home. while ouly JA7% of the sa mp le 

Indicated that they bardly Her O. n.nr relt safe at home. In .esponse to the question about whethe, the 

children in the .ur..~ felt safe "hen walling in Ihei. neighbourhood. slighJl) fewer responded that Ihey 

.hu~·. Idt safe (71.01 %) and virtuaJl)' th~ ,urne "umbe. reponed to hardl~ ner o. nen. feel .afe (4,08%) 

tn comparison 10 the results about safety at home. 

Tab le 3.6 swnmarists me ANOV A reslilts for these ty,'0 quesrioos atross the catcgories of area . . ,ex and age 

Chi ldren's experitnce of >afet) at home or in their neighbou.hood ..... as 001 found 10 di ffer according to Iheir 

age group. As re8ards feel in8 ~fe al hOOle. thi s experience " .. ru; foond to \&/')' significamly according IQ 

where the children hed ...... ith children from )\'UI stati stically disl intl from all the (1\her areas based on the 

Ne"man-Keul. p.ocedure' (p< 0,05), "n~.d')· they tended to reporl only some\ime~ fe.ling safe at borne 

more freq"" nl l~ O,an the other grouJl'l, lI.'helher children felt ",fe in their neighbollfhoods ..... as fOWld to differ 

.iwUficantly only according to th.ir sex. "ith femol e children reponing higher Jt\'el s of Safel) than males. 

Ho""," •. allenlio" should be Jra"n to the low 'I' le\tJs of O.OO~ and !l.O02 for each of Ihese respeUi"e 

. Tb. r-.-. .. 'man ·K .... J·. proeC'<lur~ h.,. b..,n uotd for post·h"" testing .. h.~'·.r signill<ant ANO\' A . .. u/ts "'Ue 
(uuod. at .,.:0.05 te' ·el. 



s.grufiraJll findlllgs. ~ ... @g<5U"l11hal 001) t>c-IW«U 2'. Illld ~ ". M IM ,~riance bel"een the ~u ... p~ or ~fU uf 

so: can "" .tlnh.n~d I() ""n· random difference . 

T.bI~ 1.' 

1.2.2 QueSlloa ll : IlI luded rH poa'iH III beio: Ib.sed by. bmily meftlbu 

Qut-.lion 8 l> m~de up ()f s,~ closed..,nd.d pc>lCllIl~1 . tSpomcl' 10 t>c-ing abu".d. with 3 measur. of al" n s. 

Wl1l.1;",.,. . bor<ll)· ,.n. ~d lien. fm each. /be rt.SU/15 oflhe5e questions an:: p'e'<Cn~d fur fwu potent i.1 

"5p<lllr.e ~ al 3 tune 10 a55151 ,,"h ludabllil) o flhe ",formation. 

TM firil rale~t:- . namel~ .hsdo''''g the ahUSf 10 3 InI$1cd pclWn. "'a, "Ie<,:k"d as an option th:lt ctU ldren 

"mtld ah ... y~ tal.. b, 69 ~2'!-,O of the sample 18 4~ an,"ncd that the~ ,,'\)uid ~lIlDtlj lDn di«: IOS<" Lhe 

ab....., !Ind 12.260 , 5a,d ""'~ ",lUld .,the. h rdl) n "u or lien . C Io.oosc ~""h a cour~ " f _Cloon 

Ch<>n~ing 10 fUll a"3) from home "115 "l.c~d b} n.m'o of the sample as I nlpoDr.e !hey "ouId ah.a~·, or 

SO meli"," r~ Ollt. 11"",..,.",. Lhe largest prUp<>r1iuu uf the .. mple (15.46,.., an,,,,, .. d WI I~· ww]d 

inspecti"" of ",·hethorr thcr.e choices diITe",d KCotdina; 10 MU. ".~ and ~c "'" .. tntcd U>Ulg ANOVA and 

the findings "'" .wnmanscd in Tabl. 3.7. Wheibe, chil.dren ""re male 0< femal •• !he .. r.sJl<)n~ m '1IIending 

to di.dor.e abuse or 10 "'" a"lI)" from 00 .... did!lOl diIT •• signi fICantly &om eath ~,. Ho"'.'·c •. !he tbote. 

to duclos •• 0u'>C ""a' found IQ significantly ' .• f) ck""ndmg on .... hen" Lh. t hildren I"t(! and lhrir.go p-oo.:p. 

Re'p<;lll~' from duldren I" illi ,n .... 1J1 ,,~re rowtd to br Slilllfitantl)· 1nl IDt hnrd 10 dl sd olC the abUlic in 

cQ mpal15(}O 10 dtildr~n from NUQ and st.'\ 7. ChddfTn from N""lIwt lh\:M"d nu ,i8l1ifie~ d,rr.renu from 

Iheir p«r~ In I\·LlI. lIIld "(T~. therdoTe. also 'i grur.c&rLtl~ diltinc:1 from tbt ~I 1""0 ateu on thr: ba.is of 

choosing to d,so:loso: .buSt Adolescent children """ 3150 (owtd 10 be llltiStieaJl)" ~$t incliMd 10 dl.sdOM' 



" 
ab\lsc ,v iUl~OOf 'omp"",d u' the pn-.aOOlcKcnl S'''''p. Auentioo i ... ho"..""., again dU"l1 I() rno .wn~U tp 

SUe . .... IIlch Un anril:o<>lc "<In· . ... 'd.~m ,-;m3UOO fN up '0 onl~ 3~. of the: differences fOWlJ 

l),ITt,mcu between cMdrc:n' s ,""sponSl:s 1<' the """00 cMlegof). oomdj running aW3)- from home. were 

found tu be ,'pufionl on ,"" ea.,. ,~f are~ <),,1 ••. w, lh child"''' fmm NlIl r",,"d '" "" si plificanll,. mw. 

indi" • ..! 1(' run .""Il- th..3n cl"ldrm f,,"" an} of the " ,her three "It''' The '11 vah.., In this case " as s.Jn~\\ h;!t 

lul!\h<'. ~I 11% 

Tobl< J .7 

.~Io~ Inan h~lf Hr lhe sample (S8.J 9%) an5"c.ed 'hat 'hc)- " "ulJ . h • • ,.. Or ooftl elimn reJl"r'l m the: police If 

the} hid been ~t>uscd to) • fJmil) no<mber The: ."",a;",k. (~I 5(W.) res"""..!e..! that lhe) "~urd ha rdl)-' . ,°ft 
of nt"" <.I" 11\1 ) GiH n (hi: cho)lce of resp.",d;"g 10) 3hll.<t b} html! "e~ careful nm \<> male !he: ~bu".,. angry 

in tile fUlUl'e . 57.67· .. ;msu'ered IMI LhC1 """Id .h ... y, try Uus. 24,74% would solllClima choo ... 1his course: 

of ~WQfl, ,,"d 1657% s.aiJ IM~ w",ul~ tulw:, ha rd ly PH. or II~ " ~' 3nemplUuS 

" M'" ~s~l1s "ele Icswl for diffcren«"$ ns .. c.alcd ,,;1h. .... a, 5<:.' and ~ge. as ............n .... d in Tahl<- 3.8. BoIh. 

II\ICSlIOO~ .. eTt j',>W1d In 1\3'0 no slgniflcJ.lll d,(fcn:IKcs .. ,111 ,Cspc<:l lo ;agc, and In the Ca5C ofll)lng to ke<-p 

lilt abuser from becoming :In~', .. hClM r the child ";OS mal<- or fnn3lc "';15 found 10 M"C DC> dllTcleooc "" 

the 'Uull$ "blo and fcm.lu "'''T, h.,wcn,., f" un;! 1,1 dl ITer Mlllif""ulIl) .. ilh "'l>P<'cl 10 ,,~u..-, they wo uld 

rcporlloc :.bus<: I" .he: pc1occ, ",Ih fc,,~lc ch,idrt'l> l."",d .0 bt " ...... slgnif",antl~ m<:li~ III i"'-ol\",, the 

policc Ih.:wt male du ldrcn On IM ind« of MU. dli!drcn's (ho,CCS ""Tt found 10 difie. significantly both 

.. ,Ih "'$!!NI III inf"mllnJ!.ll", ""h~"C as "dl as J'fc'cnung the IOhuscr fr"", idling ""IV) Childrm in NU I 

" fre a&-,,,n fOWld 10 be s lgmfk:Ullly dlffe.enl 10 duld:ren from all three nwr uus by bcmg more ind incd to 

,mohe thc police A siJllUficam differenc" .. ~s found bcl"CCI1 dlild.m from r-:owa"e and all the olM. ue". 

:IS."" pvllp IU~1 "~cl) 10 .espond 10 IhoSol: by Jppt3Sinlllho: ahll~" "b,le children irom 1\1.117 differed 



"Bn,fican1l~ from ~h,IJren In r...U I ,n t~rm~ of be 'ng mcor<: ,nd,ned [CO Ip;:nd etfco" on appeas 'n ~ the abus.e<, 

Wh,l e I I~ ~~ ,alues Ic.r >I~n,r;t ant rcsulL> In the quesllon p""a,"ing. tv rtp.lfllng the abuser 10 Ihe poh~e 

rJll~e bet" .. """ 1'1'.·5" •. '" the ,asc of the s '~n' ileanl difl;,rcflCes I:><"""",,n areas on the lopic of ~ppeas,n.g the 

Mu,er. the ~~ IS I I~;, sug,gesring ~rcatcr erfe.r ,,, ilh th t5 linding_ 

Ai'lOV A R .. ul" 1" ,- \ • riahl '" or Inl<udtd Wo"I""".' 10 ~bm . .. ~~Nrdin~ to \ ru. ~., "lid .~~ • . 

C"",j"urd 

De<:ldin~ to kerp I .... abuse secret. was >elected 31 Ogo/o of the time H an opllon that would * I " ~."J or 

.., ,,,e ti,,,e. I>c: carried ,,,,I The more ficquent dlnl~ wa, tn tollrdly e'er {If n~'·.r ~CCI' thi, W"ret b} 68 "1 % 

01 the s.ample 74 MS '/. of chI ldren In lhe SUl"Ve, saId the)· would aho'ap pray for .buse to Stop on the e\'en! 

that this hap~ned 10 Ihcm, while 961 '1'. ofrhe SIImplc .aid Ihe~ would bnrdl,' .... ·er Or never f<'spond in 110, • 

... ay . 

Tflhle J Q vrC">C"lLt. Ihe " NOV ... rClull,' of the ... two que>tion., where differences 011 lh<- ba,i, of 'lrea, <ex and 

Mge ~re tcSted n.e Children's deciSion' whether IQ ke<:p the abus<: =rel Of pray for 11 to be f"t>'enlcd from 

harpcn",~ agaon were ,101. found to di ffer ,ignifi"antl} "",,o,ding to either their age group or ",x l,I.rhc.t Ihe) 

toyed, however, w~s found to be of~l gnif"anl ,mporunce fOf boi:h these questtons. In lhe case of keeping a 

"'~rel aOOu\ the: abu,." dlildrcu from NUQ were fou nd 10 be "w"ficantly diffe .. "t lu ,hildrCll from the (Jlhe, 

area.;, b) be ing le~s me loned to keep 3 se<:ret aboUl be"'g abus<:d. wh'l e <: h' Idren In NU I differed 5t gn,lOcantl~ 

from ~hildrcn in ~L· I" too, by I>c"'g "'ore ," fnour of reSf'Ouding to abu>" ... iTh ""',,'C) On Iht topic uf 

s«k",!: help through religious praclh:es, children from Nowawe and frono NU ! ... ere found to di ffer 

>iJ!.l'lflCantl~ from chddf<'1I In NU9 and NU 17. b)' betng icss ,ncl ined 10 =k help in Ihi. Wa) . Low 11 : ,alues. 

of 7". and 8'1. respect;,'cly were calculmed f", dct~mnning Ihe df~cl "flhese significant fir>Jings 



T.blt 'u 

" 
A,,"O \ '" R .. .. ll1 for ".rI.bl •• of 1", .. <104 R .. pao ... to "b~ •• A«ord iDl '" IItn, Sn ud "',., 

(:na liu. " 

J .2.') Qllu l ion 9: I::lp4'C,~,j oal abou11be ('(In ~tq lltDCfS of rtponlne iQlrar~milial abllst 

)J.95~. of Ihe 100~t lample ~~JM'Clo:d u,al lhe ilbu$~ would alway. b.. JIf~51~ if 1he ahu$C '''.is dis.;:l(}S('d 

26.580• bchtHd WI llus would IOmtlimn be !he QUI'Ome, "hi!! 39,H ." thought lhal 11lls woold ~udJy 

" 'ff or 1Ie"f f octur. The hlehl'lood w, d, sd()$UIj( abuse would lead 10 the ab"". r be,ng chased .",:ay frum 

home""35 expecled by ~ I 92°. oflhe $ample 10 1I1 .. ·.yl o r IOmttlmf. occur, while 51,'14·" "' .... certain lhi ~ 

would Ot"" hlPJ)(n. 

A.n.nlY$I< of 1hew U.-IN QUlcomef auorWnS It> .... nere the childre n I;\'N, their sex and .~ •. i~ ple>Ctltcd in 

ribl. ). 10. CtUl.trell's s~ was foWld 10 hr.,'. r.o significant utflucnce on wha! they be li. ,'ed about the abuser 

~p,1I: lU'n:'S1.'<1 nt c~d ."') 11><"" , ~";abl ... we •• hewne. boTh found 10 vary $iglliti<:anlly l>n Ih~ baSIS of 

I1e:I ~nd <;(:l. ah"""gh the rp '2IUf S are small. rang.ng berw.:(n 2'1.. and 5·10 . In lenus of expe.:ling the abuser 

In ~ UTC$led. m.aIc duldren "cre m~ !ilcplluJ th.t lius would ocelli as a result of disclosing abuse tha n 

fcm3les. and children from I'lIl Md KUI7 "''ne found 10 differ significantly fmm children li " in& in NU9 and 

No ..... "'·c d~monstnU"'g R>O'" faIth in Ilv: ponibility mat tM abusc:r woul d be .me'led. The outcome of the 

abuser ~ing chased 3"'3~ follov.inl! disc loSUfe was belic ''rd to be significantly more of a possibility fur 

rem:ale than male . hildnn, and fill c hildren li,U18 in ,,"'UI ftS compared to the othe r area •. 



" 
... NU" A Mfl uh. (or V_dobl" or ";' p<'(' C'<I C,,~ ... quu < .. oI lt'POrl' RK ... b ..... A«",d;_. '0 ,!.ro.. 

S.,. ... d "'K< 

",. 
~, 

The (\u l,omc M d,-,;do,,,,,, r~_."I!"'1I In lh~ abus.., h:lli~1 t~ ,luld. "'iI.~ t~jIC"ltd In . !>. aya be lhe C/I.,., for 

20 ~ 5·i. I'l l ,ho.- un'pl ... Ill1d ..,menu,." ,he <a~ fOf J6.4~.. J8.J~ ·. of Ibe cluldren ' <rotted npcC13UI'II' 

Ih., th~ alrufoCl "fluid 1It'.r rnl lhis "~). The: po",bil .. ~ .h:il th. "boJ$tT "''Ould be incited to n:P"' the 

all".., If lhe dlild disi:lost'J ",1$ Up<"Cltd 10 .1 .... )'1 0- 5OIIIt,.mK b. LM cast' for almo!.t b.>!r the umpk 

(49.28'1. ). and lit. u for 4S ~. o ftho.· sample 

Tahk J 11 .wnm.lfHe'S lb. A:'\'O\ 'A results for theM' "''0 "an. bles l(o,<I;n8Io UU. !in and ~g. Age is 

asa,n roWld 10 ha" !IQ 5;gnifi~anl inn ... nce on t>oli.f~ II'Iout .. iKlller <l".dO~lnl .hI,$<' .... ""Id result ,n .,Ihrr 

tbe ab= hating lb. child Of inaast'd tllr.at of hc-,ng I~ .pHl. "TM$<: ntllComc:o "'lIn. tin .. '.,·"., round 

10 ,jirfcr ~ig"il icantl ~ <kpendlIl!! On .. _.~ the clulchen liHd ond l i th~~ "'1:n. male Of r~m~le. ahho~gh ~~ 

bernTe lite '1 ' ,,,I,,,,,, 101 II~e finJlDgs u~ 10 .... Tbt lil..dihood Or dlsclos.ure rnulung ,n the abu~r hallng th ~ 

,hild " .... row,d '0 Ik sigruficantJ) more !>rite, ...! by fnul. rhao malco chikhn. and by childn.n from NUl a~ 

coml'=d to Ihe- other . ",a5. As ftVrds the 0111e","", of lht ,nanK<! dunce of bring abulot'd again foHO"ing 

<iisd OSUfl:. f~maJc chdchcn "1:'~ foWld \0 br signific4fllIy more indintd to ~Ii.'l: IlIi, than m~ I .$. "bile 

duldJl:n from NU I 7 wen ';gnifjcantl~ less ""n,·inccd nf tll.s in compati!o<lll In chllchen rmm t-.'U I 



Tabl. J ,11 ANOVA H .. uU, lor V.riab~, Df h p« l.d CG n '~u. I>C" of R'l""rli.g Abu .. A«or dl ll« 10 Ar .. , 

Su ud 1.2', Co . 11Du.d 

Tit. npc<lalion In,,1 In~ P<'f"'lIl uisel"",u 10 ",ould 001 beli.,'. th. cni ld 'U~ considered ID Ah..ay~ m 

,om. ti mes be Ih~ c~S<: fur 56.4-1% of I~ to\;11 sample, and ne,· .. for 40.19",'. or Ihe children. In terms of 

,,"elh« Ill. pcr",n dh,clo<oed 1.1 ",(mid be abl. (0 he ll' (h. child. \I{lOO",~ hdi.,ed In,,1 Ihii ..... d~ alwA)" 01 

,om,t im,.. !l<1Sslhl., "hil. 7. 77~. expected !hi. would ,,",'er hJpJI"n. 

In rable 3 I" these , 'ari able~ ne an~I,,:;c"d "ecording In .'.', sex and age u5ing ANOVA. Th~ results sho" 

Ihat whether Ihe dll ldrtn .r. mak or female there IS 00 slgrufic3Ilt di lTerence btolween Ihem os regard~ th. 

npccla(Onn (hat Ihe, will hc belie, .d Or holpe-d Slmilarl). no .ignificant difrerence bem ... n .dolescerth ""d 

preadolescell1s was found rdating to their e ~l"'ctation5 about being hdped I low.ver. their beliefs about 

being bel ie,.d i r they di .. losed Intrafamilla! abuse w~ ... found to dtfti:r Slgnificant l" witll adol ts<.'Cnt, being 

inclined (0 expecl Ihat the) "ould no( be be]ie\ed Children from Nl'l and NU9 were found to difJer 

,iFJUfic3Illly tn tru s respeCl too. with tht form., group Itss optllnlsl ic that the)' "ould be believed if the~' 

discl[)scd abuse In I(rm, of expecting help t <) result from a disclosure, chi ldren from l\<J1 Weft found to 

differ Slgnilicanlly (rom all the OTher areas in their Telldency (0 expect less help. Children from l\<J17 we .. 

RI", found 10 diifer signific3Iltly from childr.n in No"'a"'., by being more oplimistie about securing help than 

!he rur:J1 sample, Similar prcclutiun. are nnled here l> regards interpreting tile,. ,ignili~1 findings given 

'll ' .1"", rangmg between I~;, and 7% ooly_ 



'" 
"NOVA R •• ulh foe Varloblt. of [.ptc ,td COu. 'lu ... .,.. of k'poT,iDI Ab",. Acrording to "r ... 

S .. and Agr, Conriuod 

3.2.4 Qu~sti(j n 9. 7 ~Dd 9.8 , Prer ... ed O UI<Ono ~s of di.do.ing 'Plrar"mili.1 abus • . 

Children ".re ">~d jn op<n·cnd<::J '1uCSli"n~ aboul ,,-hat they ""uld ",anI ",Olco"" to do if th~y disclosed 

1rn.1 lhey were b<;ng .. buse<! (Ques!ion 9. 7)1lS well liS what Ihey would 001 wanl that p"fS<)n to do In response 

to their disclo<uro Th . ... " wer' were grouped accordms In meme. and are pr(sentcd hue dncnptivd, for 

the c~\egoci •• "lrn 15 or mOre frequencies. AnalysIS ,,( the results according I,) area, sex and age w.s nOI 

undertaken gi'"en the S11e of the frequenc les and number of categorics generated thwugh this open-ended 

Table 3 11 summ3ns", the rmdings for childnn"s mam preforences about what should be dor>e following a 

disclosure The r.:sults .110" Ihal the most f""luent!y hooped for conS('qu~",e is that the abuS(' v.i 11 be slopl"'d 

\ " • ., and ~ I or a C()n<:,hallO" "'Ill the abuser ",It be fac; lilaled (d and f). TheS(' are r(,lIo"ed by a p",fcoreoce 

for r", ensc against the abuser (g and i). ani.lance for other cllildren ,,'110 are in need of help (c) and Ih., 

dlild ' s dl5C hm"e being believed (h). 

Tabl. 3.13 

10.84% 
8. 18% 
7.16% 
7. \6% 
6.34·" 
5.73·;'; 
3.68·4 
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0,9287 , , 
0.Q508 

.. <>" 0.9209 

<1'- o 90-12 0.9~6l 

.. <> .. 09010 
0.9n~ o.n~n 

0.9272 0,QH9 
n.9l1t3 0,9378 

0,9206 
0 ,9170 

I 

inspeCtH)" o f T_blc 3. 15 show'S 1/1-11 IM clIlegory ' III\ltht"r' is distincl liom IM Il~ listed irl di"idllll!~ b; 

h;i"ln,g both the Iughut fH'Ktnl3l1t Ill' cluld~n indic~lin!l a ",Hingmss ID disd05t abuse m b.r. as wtll as 

Sho"tng I1 mlillmMI de p;"1(IIf from tM trcnd In 01,," C~I(Hori" for ,el) stJonil phi Clll'Td~lloll.'l . Thi. 

$u8l!ests Ihat dllldfell art mmt ",Uing III report inl",rBmlh~ ! <1i:IU$C 10 rhelr mOlhrrs and Ihalllus d«ISlOO i~ 

s lighl l)' less dependent (\f\ "nether I~' :U1IIClp31e htr 10 trK(IUr.I~t 1hL'l0l1K)l. These til\d",!!;s ~Illng "ith thr 

,oI.lh e l~' iullh pruporlton vr c1'lIld,. n "h ... ~id IlK; """id tdl IMlr rllt~15. is inlttnlm@ si,tn the 

.kmOJiVaplllc fi gures tOr ch,ld,. n h \ mg 3p.an from people Ihc~' idenli fy lI'! thm p.lI"nlt5. In thc-tr 3bserKc, iI ~ 

p<l5S1b1c Ib~1 pMfnlS represe nt $.:Ife adult$, "hilt the p..,ple living .... ith the child or 111 or .... prl)ximil) ,.,.., 

more q!>f5tionablr ~5 5()urCts of safcl; . This is ren«lfiI in thc percentages of children .... oo SIIld they .... uuld 

coolitlc in rdalives . s ibli"." and neighbour.<. dCm[}nslrKling an mlbi,·~crK. andl()f ,duclance lll .... uds II~ 

c~tfgorics, MenlM.s nf lhe health and mental IK~llh pfofess;",,! Wae ~"""rdcd p",fe~nce \l\allJ'C~1 figures 

5u,h as ~hgl()US miNste ' s. reside nls' coounitlcts and o-adll ional healers. Police and le~heu "ere 001) 

~dcc[td fo< dis'lu,, "'~ abu$e 10 in half of 11>( s ample . The ~ma;nino: C<llcglll") . mends. was ~tb1b"led ... en 

tess confidence as ~ polemial .tClpienl for reponing abuse. 

Table 3.16 p.e$enl$ !he ~Ullist i, al anllysis of "nether the~ is any associ31KlO Mtw«n .... he ... children h'·e. 

tilt" $e\ and 3gC. and .... horn the) would choose t[} report intrafamil ial abuse to. According 10 tt>(se .twlts. 

chOOS ing rriends a.~ a source to. di sd<.>Sinll ~bus<: is urtassociated "ith ",he .... me ~ hild li,'u. "hcther IDc) are 

"",le or fe"",!e and Iheir age /!1nup. A ll me other categories were fOWld [[} ~ sigru titant ly asw<:i.ted "lm al 

!elSl onc of mcsr indien. particularly "ith .... <]1<'<"1 to are •. Apart from tlIc ,ategllries friend and ~s;dcn<;e 

CI)mm,ncc. arca ""U found 10 he signin.allll}' associlled .... ith an}onc wh o children $elected 10 be rt'Cipienls 

Ilf di'lelosllR'. RC$idwd ar\ill}'1oCS Ilf these findirl&S at Bllnfcrroni'cOfTcClCd p :s: 0,00625 generated the 

foUO"~ng s ignificanl ",sllli5. Chi ldren ti()Ol NU I wcre f()Ulld to b(, more likely IIlaJl chi ldren I i"; ng c lscwllc~ 



to rho<>", not 1<1 di ", lu<e tu ",.,al Iw.l.er, (1."'5.0%), din;c ,iSlc,~ (r-\ ,058). doclo,s (Z'"-l.8S8). sib li ngs 

(~A91), fathers ( .... 5.723 ) and matb.~rs (Z"' 5.602 J. In almosl ~xael eonlr.ll;l. d"ldr~l\ fmm NU 17 ,,~r-.; fOllnd 

to I:>e " i lhng to di sclose to all of \he .. ~opl. (social wQrl..~r 1:""2.996: clinic sisler z-2 7'JH : doctor L"'~ .97 1 , 

fal hcr L"'3 0&6. and mUlh er z- 2.8391 .,~ well '" h' rcl;gjo~, mini slet~ (£-2 ,870) and rdali\'~, (>=2.50~). A 

"mjl.r \\illmgness 10 '~I>ol1 abus.: 10 I<a.hers 1Z"'3.0 'J) . • o<o,al \\ml..~r,; (.2.7~7). ellru" ,i'le'" ( L"''' , ~ 57 ) . 

doctors (;0:-2 .731) ~d fathers (1:- 3.05) \\,. found "ith "hi l""'n li"ing in lhe informal ~ttl.mem. Children 

frum Nuw,,,,, WCT~ 1<.,"",1 to ",leet 'ihl inll' (F 3.8 I :;) mOn: <llkn for d"d,'s lfll! ah",", tu. whi le pr~f~rring not 

10 ""pori IQ reli!lious minist .. , (L"':1 99~ ) or 1<1 rrlal;w, ("",1, S I3), Re,id", 1 analy,is (at pS00125) of sex 

"cro" the c31~gorie, religiuus mirusle, . rei ativc, police and >i<}<;ial ,,"u,l.e, did nul yidd an) significanl re ,ult s, 

Thi, ,,"~ al...., li\und 10 he 11.., case whe" :uulysing ag~ acm .. the cat.gori~' tradiliona l heal ~, •. «lci~1 "''''kcr. 

cl inic ,islor and mOther. 

Tablo 3.16 Cbi ·oqua rr rr.~ l b fOT <:t.~,;r.(.'nr~ Variables of Wb o 10 RopoTl Abu.o IG AC<G rdinx tG A, ... 

So. and Ag~ 

10.~ J o.n: 0,88-'R.1 ~.72 0.0298 1 
~.I3 • 0,)7 OM989 0 ,10 O.7~ 183 
3,)5 ) O.H058 7.n 0.00546 3.01 U.U8267 
39.72 J U.IHWO I 5.98 • 0.01442 2,1 6 U.05~59 

24.31 J 0.00003 11.27 • 0.00079 0.82 0.36380 
34.84 J 0.0000 I ) ,75 I 0.05254 .1.35 0,06710 
10.93 J 0.0 1208 12.59 • 0,(14)(140 035 0 . 551~9 

106,43 J 0 .00001 0.29 I 0,58390 J2~ 0 07 1::4 
61.J9 J 0,00001 4.11 0.040% 4.08 O.O~J2J 

55.27 J 0.0000 1 1.68 0. 19397 4.20 U.04UJU 
J O.OO()OI 2.64 0. 10392 2.39 U,121~7 

J 0.00001 2.88 0. O892 ~ 2.85 O,(),}(]B 

J 5.43 • 

3.3 Discussion of Ihe Resulrs 

3.3. 1 D~mograpbics 

The ,esult, of d~mographi~ data show Sl:veral correspondencu "ith results of other South Afriean Mudieo, 

The flflding \hot th. 8H"!!C household in lhe slIJ"Vey is characterised hy two generarions and familial lies 

bcl" ,;:cn il n,embc" is eons"l.m with J'auv. 's 11973 ill Simkins. 1986) results of Md:wtsane how;ehold~. In 

oompari~on ,,; th d' mographi< result s reponed by Lund ( 1997) uf a sample uf . dule"""nls attend ing high 

school near G,ahamst(\" n. ;;i,u ilarilies were found wilh respect to t11~ proponion of children li , ing apart from 

Illeir fathers. mothers or both. v.iih differen,es limi lro 10 ~I"'~n 2% to I!% when It>< samples are compar~d. 

rh. disrributio n of du)dren ",;tb respecl lu le_cl uf schooling and high rale. of fail ure in eJ~mrnlary and 



jwtiCK primal) are cons,stent with Dawes and Donald', ( 1994) findings that 25~. of children drop OUt of 

5Ct>ool in their fi"t year and only 37"~ who reach Std 10 matriculate. 

n.e demo~,r3ph,c results of lhis study Wefe also found tQ be consistrnt with expec tations a!ll'OCiated v>1lh 

§.OCio-econvmi,· and age diffarnces.. Younger children were found to h, .... li\"cd in their home~ for I ... time 

lhan older children. had fruled more elememary standards. and w"re less often members of social grour~. 

Children l1\1ng in the rural area vf Now"we had typically Ih'ed tha. in multi-grnaaliorol households for 

long dunll10ns and ,,;thout lhen mothers and fathers, In the informal seulement Or "·U9. children w~r~ fOlmd 

to most ohen live with then mothers," homes of ,e lati\"cl) recent occupation, Tile higher economic area. 

NU 17. was found (Q ha" e len ho~holds where n<>-<lne was cmplc.}ed_ The above mentioned consistencies 

help to establish Ihe uliability of the sample in addition to descrihing il Other imp<lrtam dislinct;vns 

berween the areas were grealer sociabi l; t) among NO\-l'3'" children Md their neishbow-hood peers. and 

memberslup of s<xilll groups OCCWTing most for children in NUl and leaS'[ for childrrn in l\'U9 , 

3.3.2 T" ~i<d" .. ur Iwl 10 disd nsc 

The o\'erall proportion of cluldren "ho answered that the~' ",",uld be likd} to disclose onrrafamilial abu5<" 

amount.d tu 880/. uf the santrlt This figure was somewhat «duced wh .. " the que"i<ln was redefined to 

inquire ahout the likelihood of keeping ~l. abuse J secret. "11h 69~'. of the S3.mple arlSw.ering lhat the)' would 

not respond m thiS wa)' , 'lVhil. these findings contradicl notions ofchildrrn being r<luc1!utl to repori abug. 

the) support Eradle~ and """000', (1"96) finding lhat in no;. of Ihe case fi les (>f child ab",," that the)' 

",,;ewed, Ihe child had lold wrrte<lne abauI tl .. abuse ' at o"e time <It another' . In foct, telling a trust.d 

perstm about "'hal had happened emerged as the response mC)St fa'·oured. followed in descend"'g order try 

spendlllg effort on appnsins the abu~ .... , pra} ing for Ihe abuse not to be repealed, reparting IQ the polite. 

~~pins a sec,.1 abou t the ab" ... , and nmning aw.) frorn h-ome. 

Ho".,· .. mspe;;lion of "h~lher disdoswc WllS favoured . s an op\ioo in re"""ns~ 10 be being abused 

according to grourings of age and area showed ",me depan~. from the .. o,'emJi trend" panlcularly ",uh 

r.'!>eet to cluldren from NU I who lended 10 r~spond in reversc to the finding.< rdaled above SignificMtly. 

th,s group of children was also found to differ on the basis "r reeling 1= secure and safe al home. wht:re..s 

81% 0111 .. total sample related COrlSlantl>' feeling safe there They were .1.'0 less likel>' 10 expecl the:- would 

be belie"ed DI" helped as a consequence uf disclosing ab~c Children living rorally W'Cre simibrl), found to 

be less indmcd 10 disclose ablls~ wilen compared to their peers in l\'U9 and NU17, Although th .. e roral 

chihlren \-Iere nOl found to be la.kins se<:urity at home, they did demonstrate an inclinalion 1O"'3rdS bel ieving 

th.:tt ,f they disclosed abuse they wrr. not likely to be helpt"d, Children younger lhan 13 were found 10 be 

more likely 10 disc lose abuse in compari'lll\ to tile adolC!;celll group. 'flus finding contradicts Phel .. n· s ( I !l9S) 

h) pathesis that disclosure of abuse IS more It~dy to occur when children r.ach adolescence ~i\'en their 
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greater access to information and peer support. However, it was found that not only was this group less 

inclined to disclose abuse but that they were also less convinced that a disclosure by them would be believed. 

It is difficult to account for this difference in age groups without resorting to speculation. Nevertheless it 

would be interesting to consider whether older children become less confident of themselves with increased 

exposure to adult attitudes that position children as less powerful and 'unknowing', as described by Stainton 

Rogers & Stainton Rogers (1992). 

Collectively, these findings seem to point to an association between responding to abuse with disclosure and 

feeling safe at home plus being inclined to expect that the disclosure will be believed and result in help. lIDs 

is consistent with Bradl~y and Wood's (1996) finding that children are more likely to deny abuse if their 

caregivers are experienced as unsupportive. The sex of the child was found to have little bearing on this 

relationship, suggesting similarities between males and females with respect to their experience of being able 

to enlist help. 

3.3.3 Alternatives to disclosing 
In the total sample, 82% considered it likely that they would respond to being abused by employing effort to 

appease the abuse, with children from NUl7 found to be especially inclined to carry this out. Prayer was 

selected by three quarters of the sample as a viable response, while analysis of this finding across the 

different areas showed that children in NUl and Nowawe were less inclined to respond to abuse in this way. 

The option of running away was chosen by only a fifth of the sample, with children living in NUl favouring 

this alternative. No differences were found with respect to age and sex. It is of course likely that in reality 

children will respond to abuse with more than one type of coping mechanism and different combinations of 

these. Of note is the dual intention reflected in these findings to elicit help, whether by telling someone or 

praying, and simultaneously working to pacify the abuser and presumably take active steps towards procuring 

safety. To understand more about the choice and ability to disclose we need to consider what consequences 

are anticipated in such an event and what children would prefer to be the outcome of disclosure given the 

choice. 

3.3.4 After disclosure 
40% of the total sample considered it likely that their disclosure would not be believed and only 8% expected 

that whoever they disclosed to would not be able to help them. As regards implications for the abuser, 34% 

of the total sample were certain that there would be repercussions for the abuser as enforced by formal 

authorities, such as the police. Sanctions against the abuser and the outlawing of abuse at home was expected 

to be likely or certain for 42% of the total sample. When outcomes were presented that involved implications 

for the child, these were also found to divide the sample almost equally according to whether they believed 

the abuser would hate them or be incited to abuse them again as a result of disclosure. Male and female 

children were found to differ with respect to all these expected outcomes, whereby females were more 
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within those communities. This will rely on a cooperative partnership with research efforts that keep us 

infonned of these differences and of what children think. 



so 
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APPENDIX 1 

Domestic Violence Project 
C.M.B 

From: Eric Harris and Justine Evans 
Co-ordinators 
Domestic Violence Project 
Co_unity Health Department 
CMH 

To: Dr H Zokufa 
Chief Superintendent 
om 

re: Conductioa interviews for questioDD8.ire development with the 
patient population. 

Dear Dr Zokufa 

As you may know we are gearing up to conduct a survey of Mdantsane and some 
surrou~ding rural areas. The topic, not surprisingly, will be domestic 
violence. A part of this survey wi 11 involve the development of a path 
analyses model based on prior research in the areas of attitude and belief 
measurement. The model provides good information regarding the interactions 
between personal (belief and attitudinal) and societal (normative) variables. 
The interplay between these constructs is of utmost importance in 
understanding the antecedent causes of a person's attitudes, intentions and 
behaviours as the choice of intervention targets will be driven by such data. 
An initial step in the construction of such a model is to tap, from a small 
sample representative of the population, the salient beliefs regarding the 
behaviour in question as well as the salient persons and/or organisations 
which inform the behaviour. The task isto ask subjects for a list of possible 
consequences as well as a list' of salient norm carriers, this list is 
subjected to a content analyses like procedure and a final set of questions 
are based on the concepts generated by the sample. It will be clear that this 
procedure allows the questionnaire to probe efficiently and sensitively 
exactly those psychological and normat ive constructs held salient by the 
population in question. 

In order to conduct this first step we are hereby requesting permission to use 
the hospi tal populat ion from which to draw our sample. The sample (N = approx. 
tOO) will be approached in wards not directly related to injury from violence 
in order to avoid the obvious bias this may introduce. We considered the 
medical wards and the general paediatrics wards wi th some subj ects drawn from 
surgical wards, casualty and out patient departments. The interviews wil~ be 
carried out by Sr Mlalandla and/or ourselves. The ~sual research norms of 
informed consent, confidentiality and non-malfeasance wi 11 be strictly adhered 
to. A copy of the questions being asked is attached to this letter (see 
appendix 1). Just to clarify, this sample is not part of the survey itself but 
simply one of the steps needed to compile a meaningful set of questions. 

Thank you for your time. We wait keenly for your reply. 

-~.~ 
Justine Evans 

f 
.' 
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"~-"-~---- FisbbeiD IIodel - ChildreD's.adel 

1) Normative beliefs re reporting sexual abuse 

If it ever happened that someone that you know or a member of your family 
touched your or forced you to touch them. or forced you to do something with 
your body that was painful or frightening you might think try to stop this 
from happening again by reporting it to someone. There might be some people 
who think that you should tell someone about what happened and there might be 
some people who think that you should not tell anyone. 

If you can think of anyone who thinks that you should not tell anyone if a 
person that you know or a member of you family touched your or forced you to 
touch them. or forced you to do something with your body that was painful or 
frightening please list them below: 

If you can think of anyone who thinks that you should tell someone if a person 
that you know or a member of you family touched your or forced you to touch 
them, or forced you to do something with your body that was painful or 
frightening please list them below: 

2) Modal beliefs re reporting sexual abuse: 

If it ever happened that someone that you know or a member of your family 
touched your or forced you to touch them in a way or part of you body that you 
did not want them to, or forced you to do something with your body that was 
painful or frightening what might be the good results of tell ing someone about 
it in order to stop it from happening again?: 

If it ever happened that someone that you know or a member of your family 
touched your or forced you to touch them in a way or part of you body that you 
did not want them to, or forced you to do something with your body-that was 
painful or frightening what might be the bad results of telling someone about 
it in order to stop it from happening again?: 

.. 

• 



3} Modal beliefs re beatings 

If one or both of your parents or any other person 100kiDl after you hit you 
so often and painfully that you are often injured and are scared of that 
person or people most of the time what might be the good results of telling 
someone about it in order.to stop it from happening again?: 

If one or both of your parents or any other person looking after you hi t you 
so often and painfully that you are often injured and are scared of that 
person or people most of the time what miaht be the bad results of telling 
someone about it in order to stop it from happening again?: 

4} Normative beliefs re beatings 

If one or both of your parents or any other person looking after you hit you 
so often and painfully that you are often injured and are scared of that 
person or people most of the time you might think try to stop this from 
happening again by reporting it to someone. 

If you can think of anyone who thinks that you should not tell anyone if one 
or both of your parents or any other person looking after you hit you so often 
and painfully that you are often injured and are scared of that person or 
people most of the time please list them below: 

If you can think of anyone who thinks that you should not tell anyone if one 
or both of your parents or any other person looking after you hit you so often 
and painfully that you are often injured and are scared of that person or 
people most of the time please list them below: 

• 
,'. 



Memorandum from Dr G Boon: Dept Paediatrics 

TOI Dr Zokufa 

Re: Proposal for Qestionaire Development for Domestic Violence Project 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment: 

1 I believe the reason behind the proposal sound and support the 
principles (but found the wording of the letter rather complex -
maybe use more simple english in future) 

2 The route of feedback of would be important - 1 personally and my 
department would benefit from feedback even from this initial 
phase of the project. 

3 The section on parent interview appears acceptable to me. 

4 The consent for the children' s model section ShOLtld be clear on 
what defined relationship is required between the person giving 
consent and the child, that the person giving consent should be 
offered the opportunity to view or be read the questions that 
will be asked of the child. 

5 The caretaker 
being present 
this must be 
reflected on 

of the child should be given the opportunity of 
during the interview and if this is not to be so 

made clear at the time of obtaining cosent and be 
the consent form. 

6 I would wish to see the consent form and the interview protocol 

~ 
(viz who is present, what age child will be interviewed and where 
atc) before giving full support to this aspect of the proposal 
which I do however in principle support. 

Yours Faithfully, 

of Paediatrics 
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~O ETHICAL COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS FOR QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT 
WI~H ~HE PA~IENT POPULATION. 

E~closed herewith please find copy of letter and 
questionnaire addressed to me from the Community Health 
Department regarding the Domestic Violence Project. 

Can we have your comments/suggestions regar&ing this. 

Your co-operation will be appreciated. 

CHIEF MEDICAL SUPERINTENDENT 

HZZ/ng 
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From: Eric Harris and Justine 

Co-ordinators 

Domestic Violence Project 

Community Health Department 

CMH 

To: Dr H Zokufa 

Chief Superintendent 

CMH 
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re: Responding to Dr. Boon's queries relarding our Conducting 

interviews for questionnaire development with the paediatric patient 

population. 

Dear Dr Zokufa 

Please find attached a copy of the consent form intended for luardians of 

minors that would be involved in the pilot interviews detailed in our previous 

communication on this topic. Dr Boon also requests further information 

regardina the interview protocol. Adults will be approached by Sr Mlalandle 

and consent wi 11 be lained verbally in the spirit of informed consent, 

confidentiality and non-malfeasance. The interview will involve th~ verbal 

presentation of the questions by Sr Mlalandle. Sr Mlalandle will also assist 

in recordina the answers where the patient has difficulties wfth writing. The 

answers will simply be recorded as expressed by the patient, no data codinl 

will take place at this level. 

With relard to children. Children will not be approached until consent has 

been Iranted by means of the attached form by the parent or luardian of the 

child. Once consent has been liven the child will be approached by Sr 

Mlalandle and liven the-opportunity to live or deny their consent to the 

interview. Consent will be lained verbally in the spirit of informed consent. 

confidentiality and non-malfeasance. Children in the ale range of 6 - 14 yrs 

will be tarleted. Of course the child's ability to answer the questions may 

dictate the lower ale level somewhat. 
. ... _._-'----_._.- ---_ •. --... -



The interviews will, as far as possible be conducted in our offices in a 

private room. Where ,this is not possible the interview will only take place 

i' a private room can.be secured or. in the case of bedridden patients, at the 
<w_" Patient·s bid:siete-Wl~tti ~the Curtains --dra.D~· ~ - --._ .. ~'q~ ~. ~.-'~ •• _. - - ~ ••• 

With regard to Sr Mlalandle as the interviewer. We will thoroughly prepare Sr 

Mlalandle for the interviews and have absolute faith in her ability to conduct 

the interviews and cope with any difficulties th~t may arise sensitively and 

effectively. We have chosen Sr Mlalandle as the interviewer because we wish 

the interview to take place in Xhosa in order to avoid. as far as possible, 

translation problems in the final questionnaire, we also simply consider her 

to be the best choice for the task. 

Other issues raised were the complexi ty of our language and the mechanisms for 

feedback. With regard to the issue of language, we apologise but must point 

out that we, like most disc iplines, require some measure of technical 

terminology in order to express our activities and/or constructs. As regards 

feedback, we will be happy to provide feedback regarding our initial findings 

although we must point out that at this stage all we will be able to offer is 

a list of attributes about men, children, relationships, violence etc. as 

understood by the target populat ions. We can give interested persons a summary 

as the data reflected as frequency counts and outline their contribution to 

the proposed survey if that would be useful. In addition we would be quite 

happy to discuss the information we get with interested persons. 

Thank you for your time 

~ 0Cr-j. 
Eric Harris and Justine Evans. 

P.S. We have provided Dr Boon with a copy of this letter. 
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Domestic Violence Project 
am 

. '" 

Cooaent Fora For Participation Of Minors In Survey Research 

Statement of consent: . 

I, (Gardian/parent's Name) , the undersigned, do hereby 
state that I fully understand the request being made of me by the Domestic 
Violence Project with regards to (Child's Name) of 
whom I am a legal guardian/parent. 

I understand that Sr M Mlalandle of the Domestic Violence Clinic, whom I have 
met, will, with (Child's Name) 's informed verbal 
consent, put a set of quest ions to _J.l( CiII:.lh~i,"",l-=d,-' lIe..s....!N<!.lIam~e:...L) _________ _ 

I understand that the interview will be conducted in private, I will not be 
present, and will consist of the questions that have been shown and explained 
to me. 
I understand further that all of the informat ion wi 11 be confident ial and used 
without reference to _ ..... (..."C""'h ..... i ..... l ... d ..... 's........"N""'am""'e ..... )<--_________ as an individual. 

I hereby give my consent for the domestic violence to interview (Child's 
Name) in the manner set out above: 

Signed: Date :---1--1_ 



Ouestion I 

APPENDIX 2 

Pilot Study: Questions 

Group A (perpetrator unspecified) 

If someone hit you often and made you scared of them, what good things could happen if you 

told someone else about this? 

Question 2 

If someone hit you often and made you scared of them, what bad things could happen if you 

told someone else about this? 

Ouestion 3 

Can you think of anyone who would want you to tell them about you being hit and scared? . 

Ouestion4 

Can you think of anyone who would Dot want you to tell them about you being hit and 

scared? 

Question 5 

If someone touched you in a way that you didn't like or forced you to do something with your 

body that made you frightened and sore, what good things could happen if you told someone 

about this? 

Ouestion6 

If someone touched you in a way that you didn't like or forced you to do something with your 

body that made" you frightened and sore, what bad things could happen if yoU told someone 

about this? 



Question 1 

Can you think of anyone who would want you to tell them about you being touched or forced 

to do things you didn't like with your body? 

Question 8 

Can you think of anyone who would Dot want you to tell them about you being touched or 

forced to do things you didn't like with your body? 



Ouestion 1 

Pilot Study : Questions 

Group B (perpetrator intrafamilial) 

If someone in your family hit you often and made you scared of them, what good things 

could happen if you told someone else about this? 

Ouestion 2 

If someone in your family hit you often and made you scared of them, what bad things could 

happen if you told someone else about this? 

Ouestion3 

Can you think of anyone who would want you to tell them about you being hit and scared? 

Question 4 

Can you think of anyone who would Dot want you to tell them about you being hit and 

scared? 

Question 5 

If someone in your family touched you in a way that you didn't like or forced you to do 

something with your body that made you frightened and sore, what good things could happen 

if you told someone about this? 



Question 6 

If someone in your family touched you in a way that you didn't like or forced you to do 

something with your body that made you frightened and sore, what bad things could happen 

if you told someone about this? . 

Question 7 

Can you think of anyone who would want you to tell them about you being touched or forced 

to do things you didn't like with your body? 

Question 8 

Can you think of anyone who would Dot want you to tell them about you being touched or 

forced to do things you didn't like with your body? 



APPENDIX 3 

Pilot Study : Interview Guidelines 

• Approach parent with child 

• Mandisa introduces herself (community health worker and nurse) and the study (asking 

children in the hospital some questions to help us understand how they view certain 

topics; results to be used to help provide better services to children) 

• Consent from parents: inform of (1) complete confidentiality and anonymity (do not 

require name or address), (2) duration of interview (10 - 15 min), (3) procedure of the 

interview, (4) ~onsent form (to be signed by parent, and (5) as last resort in the case of 

hesitancy, show the interview questions to the parent 

• Consent from child: (1) introduce self (work with children and communities), (2) 

introduce study (would like to find out what children think about certain topiCS so that we 

can understand what they like, what they don't like and how we can help them with these 

things), (3) obtain permission (would you like to spend afew minutes with me so that / can 

ask you some questions?) , (4) explain confidentiality (/ am not going to use your name or 

address, so no-one will know who answered these questions andwhat ever you tell me 

won't be told to anyone you know) 

• Procedure: once you have gained consent from child and parent and are in the interview 

room, remind the child of confidentiality, encourage himlher to take their time and ask 

questions if they don't understand 

• Read the que~ons slowly and with the longer questions, repeat these. If the child does 

not come up w,ith any answers then (1) check that slhe \Dlderstands the question, (2) allow 

time to think, (3) don't press for answer, (4) offer to carry on and return to the question 

later, (5) if s/he doesn't want to answer, leave the question out 

• Try not to (1).~nd sentences for the child, (2) 'put words in their mouth', (3) agree or 

disagree with their answers, (4) rush them, (5) give them answers when they ask for 

examples or clarifications 

• Note: (1) reasons why parents refuse consent and whether anything specific influences 

this (e.g. seeing the interview questions), (2) target more or less equal number of males 

and females or primary school age 



APPENDIX 4 : PILOT STUDY RESULTS 

The data, comprising children's answers to open-ended questions, is presented for each question along 

with frequencies distinguishing between (i) male and female responses, (ii) age of the respondents, and 

(iii) how often the children responded with the same or similar answers when the question related to 

intrafamilial abuse as compared to when the relationship to the abuser was not specified. Where 

differences are noted this is intended descriptively, and does not imply statistical significance. The small 

sample size precluded the possibility of running statistical tests on the data. 

Question I: If someone in your family hit you often and made you scared of them. what good things 

could happen if you told someone else about this? 

There were a total of 40 responses to this question, made by 26 children in the sample. The following 

categories together with their frequency of response and mean age were derived: 

a) Expectation that the abuser will be harmed, rebuked or punished (n=IS; x= 9.72 and s=1.74) 

b) Expectation that the abuser will be removed or rejected (n=13; x=9.23 and s=1.16) 

c) No good results expected to follow reporting (n=4; x=9.5 and s=2.0S) 

d) Good results will be experienced by the child involved (n=4; x= 12.25 and s=2.06) 

e) Expectation that tl?e responsibility will be transferred from the child to the adult that is reported 

to (n=l; age=12) 

There was near equal participation between male and female participants with respect to the total number 

of responses to this question (F= 19 and M=21). The identification of positive outcomes for the child 

was exclusively mentioned by female children, while male children reported the consequence of the 

abuser being harmed or rebuked as a good outcome with greater frequency. Both male and females 

mentioned the positive outcome of having the abuser removed with equal frequency. 

In terms of age, there were few notable differences between the categories. 

When the questions were analysed for differences with respect to whether the abuse was identified as 

intrafamilial (Group B) or not (Group A), expectations (c) and (d) were named predominantly by 

subjects in Group A. Whereas more female children responded to this question in Group A, the inverse 

was found in Group B. 

Question 2 : If someone in your family hit you if/en and mode you scared of them. what IHuJ things could 

happen if you told someone else about this? 

There were a total of 43 responses to this question by 27 of the participants. The types of responses 

given, in order offrequelicy, were classified into the following categories: 



a) Disclosure will increase the chance of being hit more frequently (n==18; x=9.72 and s=1.93) 

b) Disclosure is expected to result in rejection of the child by the abuser (n=6; x=8.83 and s=1.83) 

c) Disclosure results in increased threat and the idea of the abuser reacting in unpredictable ways 

(n=5; x=10.2 and s=2.l7) 

d) Disclosure may incite the abuser to use more dangerous or violent means against the child (n=5; 

x=11 and s=2.12) 

e) No expectation of bad consequences (n==3; x=9.33 and s=O.57) 

f) Disclosure is expected to be accompanied by increase emotion in the child (n==2; x=10.5 and 

s=4.95) 

g) Expectation that disclosure will result in the child being blamed (n=2; x=10 and s=O) 

h) Expectation that reporting will result in abuser's removal and the child being left to care for 

himlherself (n==I; age=9) 

i) Expectation that nothing will happen (n=l; age=10) 

As with report of 'good results" male and female participants responded with almost equal frequency 

(F=22; M=20). In the categOty of increased physical abuse in response to disclosure, male and female 

subjects displayed near equal frequency of responses. A difference between these two groups was 

demonstrated with males emphasising an inc~ in threatening behaviom contingent upon disclosure 

and females placing emphasis on the abuser's behaviom becoming violent or life-threatening. Both 

groups made equal mention of the consequence of being rejected by the abuser. The categories 

involving emotional distressing consequences for the child and being blamed for the abuse, were 

specified by females. They also made up the group who voiced expectations of either no consequences 

for anyone involved or o~ no bad consequences contingent upon disclosure. A male subject identified 

the possibility of being sttimded should the abuser be exposed. 

With respect to age, a slightly younger group of children feared rejection (x=8.83 and s=1.835) while an 

older group made more mention of life-threatening and vicious behaviom by the abuser (x=11 and 

s=2.12). 

The same pattern for QueStion 1 of female participants in Group A responding more than males in that 

group, and the inverse occurring in B were found. Both groups made similar frequencies in their 

mention of rejection and of physical abuse escalating with disclosure. Participants from Group B made 

sole reference to e,,:pectations that the child would be blamed, that they would be stranded of care if the 

abuser was removed, and the expectation that reporting would bring about no differences or change to 

the situation. Group A, by contrast made sole reference to expecting no 'bad' consequences to result 

from disclosure. 



Ouestion 3 : Can you think 01 anyone who would wllllt you to tell them about you being hit or scored? 

There were a total of 37 responses to this question, classified according to the following categories: 

a) People at home t including family and non-family members (n=21; x=9.285 and s=1.45) 

b) Friends and contemporaries (n=7; x=10.29 and s=2.497) 

c) Extrafamillal an4 non-residential members (n=4; x-1O and s=1.41) 

d) Witnesses to the abuse (n=2; x=9 and s=O) 

e) The child or victim (n=1 and age=13) 

f) Unsure (n=1 and age=9) 

g) Nobody(n=1 andage=l1) 

Of significance was the OJilission of service providers and of fathers as supportive sources for disclosure. 

Male and female participants made similar mention in terms of frequency of their peers as supportive of 

disclosure. They differed in so far as male children favoured members of their family more while female 

participants made more mention of non-familial support, naming neighbourhood individuals and 

witnesses to the abuse. 

In terms of age t children older than 10 years excluded family as a source of ~ naming peers and 

extrafamilial persons instead. 

Group A and B demonstrated similarity in their choice of peers as supportive of disclosure. They 

differed t howevert with participants in Group B sbowiDg an overall reduced expectation for 

encouragement to disclose from their environment. 

Ouestion 4 : Can you think 01 anyone who would not want you to tell them about you being hit or scared? 

All together, there were 29 responses to this questions with a roughly equal distribution of these across 

the following categories: 

a) Person implicated as the abuser or JI.DYOne associated with hi:mIher (n=7; x-l0.714 and s=1.799) 

b) People living at the child's home, including family and non-family members (n=6; x- 9.167 and 

s=1.329) 

·c) Nobody (n=S; x-l0.6 and s= 2.07) 

d) Friends and contemporaries (n=4; x-7.75 and s=O.957) 

e) People fearing retribution from the abuser (n=3; x-l0.75 and s=O.5) 

f) Extrafamilial in4ividuals (n=2; x=8.5 and s=O.707) 

g) Unsure (n=2; x=9.5 and s=O.707) 

An 11 year old male chil~ responded to this question with emphatic insistence that disclosure was not an 

option because of the increased threat this would involve to him. 



Male and female children responded with almost equal frequency to this question (F=16, M=IS). They 

demonstrated differences in the way female. participants demonstrated more awareness of non-support 

from the abuser and hislher associates as well as anyone who feared retribution from the abuser if they 

became involved. Male participants, on the other hand, were solely responsible for naming extrafamilial 

or non-residential individuals as discouraging of disclosure. 

A younger group of children expected to receive discouragement from their peers, compared to children 

of 10 years and older who focused more on the abuser and his associates, as well as the categOIj' of no

one discouraging disclosure. 

Group A and Group B showed similar frequencies in response to most of these categories. One notable 

exception was the exclusive mention of people fearing retribution and extrafamilial individuals by 

participants from Group A. 

Question 5 : If someone in your family touched you in a way that you didn'l like or forced you to do something 

with your body thal made you frightened and sore, what good things could happen if you told 

someone about this? 

There were a total of 38 responses from 27 of the participants. Thematic analysis of the answers 

generated the following categories: 

a} No good results m: inability to think of any (n=10; x.=9.S and s=1.74) 

b} Expectation that police may possibly be of assistance (n=10; x.=9.2 and s=1.43) 

c} The abuser will be punished or hurt (n=8; x.=9.7S and s=1.S8) 

d} Disclosure will bring about positive feelings and a free or safer situation for the child (n=8; 

x=10.12S and's=1.88S) 

e} The silence or secret will be broken (n=I; age=14) 

1) If the abuser is-related to the child, little or no punishment will be served for hislher actions 

(n=I; age=13) 

{note that in the last categOIj', it could be queried whether this is in fact a statement about the 'badt 

consequences of reporting abuse, or if the child is communicating the attitude that there will be less harm 

to the abuser if sIhe is a relative and this constitutes a good result contingent on the childts feelings of 

attachment to this person through familial ties.} 

The total rate of f~e responses (370/0) was less than half of that made by male participants. The 

female children made Ip.ore mention of the expectation that there would be no benefits to be gained from 

disclosing, while male children emphasised the expectation of possible help from the police and a 

happier and safer situation for themselves more frequently. Both groups made more or less equal 

mention of the favourable consequence that disclosure would result in the punishment or harming of the 

abuser. 



Whereas male and female participants in Group A responded with near equal frequency, female children 

(20%) in Group B were less forthcoming. Apart from this difference the only other disparity between 

these groups was the higher :frequency in Group A of the categoJY that no good result would accrue from 

disclosure. 

Question 6 : If someone in your family touched you in a way that you didn't like or forced you to do something 

with your body that matk you frightened and sore, what btMI things could happen if you told 

someone about this? 

In total there were 47 responses to this question from 27 participants. This represents the most :frequent 

responses given to a question in the pilot study, thereby indicating that participants had the most to say 

about what would discourage them from reporting sexual abuse. Thematic analysis of the content of the 

responses generated the following categories: 

a) The abuser will respond with aggression (n=20; x=9.35 and s=2.13) 

b) The abuser may be provoked to inflict grievous harm (n=6; x=1O and s=1.(95) 

c) The abuser will respond with rejection andIor malice (n=6; x=IO and s=3.35) 

d) Disclosure will result in the repetition of abuse (n=4; x=9.75 and s=1.26) 

e) Disclosure will result in unspecified revenge by the abuser (n=4; x=II and s=2.45) 

1) Abuser will respond with blackmail or bribes (n=3; x=10.67 and s=1.155) 

g) Bad results to the well-being of the child specifically (n=2; x=10.2 and s=2.12) 

h) Rejection and blame of child by hislher friends (n= I; age=9) 

i) No bad consequences (n=t; age=l1) 

Near equal response rate between male and female participants occurred (F=23; M=24). Many of the 

categories were identified with equal frequency by both groups, with the exception of the expected 

outcome that the abuser would respond with aggression. The male children favoured this outcome more 

with their responses, particularly from Group B. By contrast, only one female in Group B identified this 

as a possibility as compared to six female children in Group A. {This has implications for understanding 

the absence of 'violence' per se in intrafamiHal abuse, and petbaps lends evidence that this type of abuse 

incorporates the relationship that exists between the abuser and the victim rather than simply an act out 

of context}. Females reported the consequence of being rejected with slightly higher frequency than 

males. 

On the whole, more responses were offered by female than male children in Group A, with the converse 

occUlTing in Group B. Only participants in Group A specified the expected outcome that disclosure will 

incite the abuser to ~ified revenge, and only participants in Group B noted the possibility of the 

abuser responding with bribes and blackmail. Both groups made equal mention of the abuser responding 

with aggression, but subjects in Group A carried this theme further with more :frequent mention of harm 

and rejection in relation to themselves. The females in Group B noted expectations of bribel)' andIor 



blackmail, and for the abuse to continue if they were to disclose this. The idea that no bad consequences 

would follow reporting sexual abuse was suggested by a participant in Group A. 

Question 7 : Can you think of anyone who would wll1ll you to tell them about you being touched or forced to 

do things you didn't lilce with your body? 

There were a total of 30 responses to this question, with the following categories derived through 

thematic analysis: 

a) Intrafamilial members (n=15; x=9.33 and s==1.35) 

b) Friends (n=6; x=1 0.17 and s==2.48) 

c) Child will motivate themselfto disclose (n=5; x=10 and s==2.12) 

d) Extrafamilial members (n=2; x=12 and 8=2.83) 

e) Adults - unspecified (n=1 and age=9) 

f) Someone who witnessed the abuse (n=1 and age=9) 

Male children responded with slightly more responses to this question than female children (F= 13; 

M=17). Most of these categories were prescribed to equally or near equally across these two groups with 

the exception of male participants referring to themselves as sources of encouragement to support 

disclosure more frequently than females. 

A slightly older group of children with a mean age over ten years, expected their friends to support 

disclosure of sexual abuse and identified themselves as a source of motivation. 

Participants in Group B identified no-one else apart from themselves and intrafamilial members to be 

supportive or encouraging of disclosure. This group identified themselves as encouraging of disclosure 

with more frequency than Group A. Group A included peers or contemporaries as an expected source of 

support in almost equal proportion to their recognition of intrafamilial support. 

Question 8 : Can you think of anyone who would not want you to tell them about you being touched or forced 

to do things that you didn't lilce with your body? 

There were a total of27 responses to this question. The following categories were generated: 

a) The perpetrator and his/her associates (n=9; x=9.56 and s==1.51) 

b) Do not know of anyone who would be discouraging (n=9; x=10.3 and s==1.5) 

c) Friends (n=4; x=9.75 and s==3.095) 

d) Extrafamilial m~mbers (n=2; x=11.5 and s==3.54) 

e) People who are pathological (n=2; x=9 and s==2.83) 



f) Someone who is scared of getting involved (n=l and age=9) 

The total number of responses from male and female children was very similar for this question (F=l2; 

M=13). More female than male participants raised the expectation that the abuser and hislher associates 

would discourage disclosure. Both groups named peers and the expectation that no-one would 

discourage disclosure with similar frequency. 

The female participants in Group A responded less than the male participants in this group, with the 

opposite occurring in Group B. This is in stark contrast to the other questions in this study, suggesting 

that female children in this group had more to say about who would stand in their way of reporting 

sexual abuse than about physical abuse and expectations about who would be supportive. The category 

of the abuser and hislher associates discouraging abuse was more subscribed to by Group A than Group 

B. In the case of the category involving the expectation that no-one would discourage disclosure of 

sexual abuse, Group B participants were represented more. It was also a member from this group that 

raised the idea that someone with a pathological personality would discourage disclosure. 
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APPENDIX 9 

Child and Family Centre 
Cecilia Makiwane Hospital 

Survey Questionnaire - Children 

Social scientists and service providers often use questionnaires to get a better understanding of a number 
of community issues. These questionnaires allow us to plan our community services in ways that can best 
benefit the community. 

This survey, which is being undertaken by the Child And Family Centre in conjunction with the University 
of Cape Town, is endorsed by SANCO Hdantsane and the Department of Health and Helfare, Eastern Cape. The 
focus of this study is family life. 

The questionnaire asks you a number of questions about your background (age, marital status, number of 
children etc.) in addition the questionnaire asks a number of que.tion. regarding conflict between people 
in your community. 
Your opinion i. very iq>e>rtant in this .urvey. You have experience. that will help us to be more 
appropriate in providing our .ervices to your community. Since we can only a.k a few people to fill out 
the questionnaire you may be speaking on behalf of many people Who did not get the opportunity to give us 
their views. P1 .... ~ all tile ... t1ona as h11y and baneatly .a poaa1l:J1e. 

Persons asked to participate in this study have been selected purely by chance. Neither your name nor your 
address appear anywhere on the questionnaire. This ensures that your answers remain anonymous. The 
information you provide will remain confidential and will be used for research purposes only. 

This study would not have been possible without the financial support of the HSRC and Johnson and Johnson. 

------------------*--------------------
Abenzululwazi abazibekisa ~izinto zoluntu nabo bamele inkonzo bathanda ukusebenzisa imibuzo ukuze 
bafumane imvisiswano ebhetele yemicimbi yenkonzo yoluntu. Le mibuzo yenzelwa ukuba sikwazi ukucwanggcisa 
iinkonzo zethu ngeendlela ezinokuthi zibe negalelo eluntwini. 

Olu cando luthatyathwa yiSenta yabantwana nosapho kunye 
eMdantsane kunye neSebe lweZe~ilo neMpilontle eMpuma-Koloni. 

neYunivesiti yaseKapa, lungqinwe yiSANCO 
Olu cando lunoqwalaselo kubomi losapho. 

Le mibuzo ikubuza inani lemibuzo ngemvelaphi yakho (iminyaka, iwonga lomtshatho, inani labantwana, njl. 
njl.) kwaye ikubuze inani lemibuzo ngengxabano phakathi kwabantu nabahlali. 

Uluvo lwakho lubaluleke kakhulu kolu cando. 
yokubonelela kwinkonzo yoluntu. 

Unamava ayakusinceda thina ukuba sibe nemfaneleko 

Njengokuba abantu bambalwa abaphendula le mibuzo, uthethela abantu abaninzi abangafumenanga ithuba 
lokusinika iimbono zabo. Nceda uphendule yonke imibuzo ngokupheleleyo nangokunyanisekileyo. 

Abantu ababuzwe ukuthatha inxaxheba kulo mfundiso abakhethwanga, bathathwa nj e. Akukho gama okanye 
i-adllesi yakho iza kubonakala naphi na kule mibuzo. Le nto ibonisa ukuba iimpendulo ziza kusoloko 
zingenamagama. Olu lwazi usibonelele lona luya kuhlala lungathethwa kwaye luya kusetyenziswa kwiinjongo 
zophando kuphela. 

Le mfundiso ibingenakwenzeka ngaphandle kwenxaso yemali yeHSRC noJohn.on noJohnson. 

Another 

.' .' 

MTE 

INTERVIEHER 

ZONE 

TIME 

INTERVIEH NO. 

Official Data 

(yr/mt/dy) 

from: to: 

community project 



I.D~ca 

1. Personal and family details 
1.1 sex rn 1.2 date of birth _lyrll_Imtl/_ldl 

1.3 duration at current residence 10-6 mths 17mths-2yrS 13-5yrS !6yrs + 

1 •• household members at current residence 
1 ••• 1 1 ••• 2 1.4.3 1.4.4 

No. Re la t10nship Age Occupation Type/atd 

1 emp unemp scho1 

2 emp unemp acho1 

3 emp lunemp aCho1 

4 I emp unemp scho1 

5 emp unemp acho1 

6 i lemp unemp I scho1 

7 emp unemplscho1 

8 emp unemp scho1 

I 9 I emp unemp scho1 

i 101 emp lunemp scho1 

1.5 if one or both parents do not live at above residence: 

1.5.1 1.5.2 1.5.3 
i I I 

I live where age occupation 

Imother emp unemp scho 

I father emp unemp scho 

1.6 scholar 

if Yes, 1.6.1 standard 

1.6.2 last term's average 
r--T"'""l 

if No, 1.6.3 employed ~ 

if yes, 1.6.3.1 type 

1.6.4 highest std obtained 

1.5.4 1.5.5 

• I 
type contact 

day week 

day week 

or rank 

1.6.5 BOTH SCHOlARS AND NON-SCHOLAAS --------_1> 
1.7 source of financial support 

1 

I 

I 

I 

Il1O year nev 

Il1O year nev 

Fail record 

No. Std 

1 

2 

3 

4 

I 
i 



2. Health History 
2.1 symptoms (during past week): Type Frequency 

2.2 hospitalisations ~ 
2.2.1 

if Yes, 
No. Why 

1 

2 

3 

2.3 chronic ailments ~ 
L-L....J 

if Yes, 2.3.1 2.3.2 

No. Type Treatment 

1 none medi 

2 none medi 

3 nonelmedi 

3. Social SU:el2orts 
3.1 friends at school 

Inone or work 

3.2 friends in neighbourhood 

nightmare 0 1 2 3 

headache 0 1 2 3 

stomachache 10 1 2 3 

falling asleep 0 1 2 3 

AQe Duration 

oln f/d 

oln f/d 

oln f/d 

tradlother: 

trad other: 

trad other: 

lone I few IlIIany 

Inone lone I few IlIIany 

3.3 boy/girlfriend!s) l'l IN I if YES ---> 3.3.1 

No. Duration 

1 d w III Y 
3.4 memberahip 

2 d w III Y 

:3 d w III y 
if Yea 3.4.1 3.4.2 

4 d w III Y 
No. Type p/week contact I 

1 0 1 2 3 4+ 

2 0 1 2 3 4+ 

3 0 1 2 3 4+ 

4 0 1 2 3 4+ 

2 

4+ 

H 

H 

H 

2.2.4 

Viaita 

w III 0 d w Jm 

w III 0 d W 1111 

w III 0 d Iw 1111 

3.3.2 

AQe I 



3.5 religion ,.......,--, 

~ 
if Yes, 3.5.1 type 

IMeth IAn9l IZion IBahai IOther: 

3.5.2 frequency 

3.6 f reetime 
Iself IFriend IBoY/Girl fr. IFamilY IOther: 

4. O~~!prinSl 

4.1 own offspring 

if Yes 
4.1.1 4.1.2 4.1. 3 4.1. 4 4.1. 5 

Age Reside ",here Relationship R supp Contact 

fr/re1alpajstralother: Y N o dl", mlY 

!frlrelalpalstralother: Y N Oldl",lm Y 

I : pa/stra o dl'" Ifrlrela other: Y N m Y 

frlrela palstra other: Y N o dj", m yl 

.,.~ cttL1' 
4.2 other pregnancy(ies) 

if Yes 
4.2.1 4.2.2 4.2.3 

No. Age Relationship Outcome 

1 fr fa bro rela stralother: mis abor dea 

2 fr fa bro rela stra other: mis abor dea 

3 frl fa bro rela stra other: mis abor dea 

3 



5. Substance Use 

5.1 dur1ng a week 
5.1.1 5.1.2 

Typ4t Frequency Quantity 

beer nev day wle f_ 

w1ne nev day wle f_ 

sp1r1ts nevl dayl wle I few I 

cigarettes nev day! wle f_ I 

dagga nev day wle f_ 

Imandrax nev day wle few I 

glue/thin nev day wle f_ 

6. Involvement with the law 

6.1 ever been arrested 

if Yes 6.1.1 6.1.2 6.1.3 6.1. 4 

INO. Why h~hen Charged Guilty 

1 i y N Y I N 

2 y N Y N 

3 y N Y N 

4 I Y 
i 

N Y N 

6.1. 5 

Sentence I 
susp jail cp warn other: 

.u.p jail cp warn other: 

.uap jail cp warn other: 

suap jail cplwarn other: 

4 



7. Violence and contexts 
7.1 When at home. do you feel protected and safe 

all the time some of the time hardly ever I never 

(CIa!' ".2 J'GIt. Jll&U'CllDIDft'8 1RIO .... MO'S' 8CIIOl.IJtI ..., .... ~) 
7.2 When at school (work). do you feel protected and safe 

all the time some of the time hardly ever never 

7.3 While walking home. do you feel protected and safe 

all the time some of the time hardly ever never 

7.4 When catching a taxi. do you feel protected and safe 

all the time some of the time Ihardly ever never 

7.5 When shopping or visiting in East London. do you feel protected and safe 

'all the time Isome of the time IhardlY ever I never 

7.6 When shopping or visiting in Hdantsane, do you feel protected and safe 

all the time some of the time hardly ever 

8. Intended response to being hurt 

8.1 Tell someone you trust about what happened 

I always I sometimes !hardlyeVerlnever 

8.2 Run away from home 

1 always I sometimes IhardlY everlnever 

8.3 Report that person to the police 

I always I sometimes Ihardlyeverlnever 

never 

8.4 Be very careful not to make that person an9ry a9ain 

{alwayS I.ometimes !hardlY evarlnevar 

8.5 Keep a secret about what happened 

I always I.ometimes IhardlY everlnever 

8.6 Pray that it will not happen again 

lalways !sometimes !hardlY everlnever 



9. Expectations of reporting 

9.1 The person who hurt you will be ~rrested 

l~lW~YS , I sometimes 
! 

i i 
Ih~rdly everlnever 
, I 

9.2 The person who hurt you will be chased aw~y 

lal~YS I sometimes IhardlY everlnever 

9.3 The person who hurt you will hate you 

lal~YS I sometimes IhardlY ever I never 

9.4 The person who hurt you will want to hurt you again 

I always I sometimes IhardlY ever I never 

9.5 The person you told will not believe you 

sometimes hardly ever never 

9.6 The person you told will help you 

l~lwayS 
! 

I 
I sometimes 
I 

i i 
Ih~rdly everlnever 
! I 

9.7 Bow VOIlld you want tb. pe&-1IOIl you told to lle1p you?: 

6 



10.Perceived support 

If' yaa weze badly but by 8a_a ... :Ln yCIIIU:' ~aaS.ly: 
10.1 10.2 10.3 

Mho Mho would you tell Mho wants you to tell Mho could help you 

Friends Ye. No Yes No Ye. No 

Sibling. Yes No Yes No Ye. No 

Relative Yes No Yes No Yes No 

Neiqhbour Yes No Yes No Ye. No 

Mother Yes No Yes No Ye. No 

rather Yes No Yes No Yes No I 
Teacher Yes No Ye. No Ye. No 

Mini.ter Yes No Ye. No Yes No 

Doctor Yes No Yes No Ye. No 

Clinic sr Yes No Yes No Yes No 

Res com Yes No Yes No Ye. No I 
Police Yes I No Yes No Ye. No I 
Trad healer Yes No Yes No Yes No I 
S/worke.r Yes i No Yes No Yes No I 

11. Experience of violence at school 

J'CIl IICIIOI UW CltlLY 
Last week did any of the teachers at your school hurt you by: 

11.1 11.2 11.3 11.4 

Type iNO. Ever Mhy Help 

hit: hand o 1 2 3+ Y Ni Oft p 0: 

hit: object 011 2 3+ Y N 0 f t P 0: 

burnt 011 2 3+ Y N 0 f t P 0: 

cut: 0 1 2 3+ Y N Oft p 0: 

.tabbed 0 1 2 3+ Y N o f t P 0: 

kicked 0 1 2 3+ Y N o f t P 0: 

strangled 0 1 2 3+ Y N o f t P 0: 

7 



12. Experience of violence at home 

Last week did anyone in your family hurt you by: 
12.1 12.2 12.3 12.4 12.5 

Type No. Ever Who (rela to chI Why Help 

hit: hand 012 3+ '1 Nmo fa br si rel o n s flo: 

hit: object 0 1 2 3+ 'I Nmo fa :br si rel o n s f 0: 

cut 0 112 3+ '1 Nmo fa br si rel o n s f 0: 

burnt 012 3+ '1 N 110 fa br si rel o n s f 0: 

stabbed 0 1 2 3+ 'I N molfa brlsi rel o n s f 0: 

kicked 0 1 2 3+ 'I Nmo fa br si rel o n s f 0: 

strangled o 1 2 3+ 'I NIIO fa br si rel o n s f 0: 

13. Experience of domestic violence 
13.1 In the last week have any of your family hurt one another? 

if Yes, 13.2 13.3 13.4 13.5 13.6 

No. Rela to victim Re1a to aggressor Why How Help 

1 mo 5is bro 0: fa bro mo 0: hit stab 0: o m p n c 

2 110 Si5 bro 0: fa bro mo 0: hit stab 0: o m p n c 

3 mo sislbro ,0: falbro molo: I hit stab 0: o m p ~ i 

4 molsis brolo: fa I bro 1110 0: hit stab 0: 0lmlpln c 

14. Use of violence 
14.1 In the last week have you deliberately hurt someone? ~ 

t..t:J 
If Yes, 14.2 14.3 14.4 14.5 

No. Who How Why Consequence 

1 fr sis bro 0: hit stab kick 0: 0: 

2 fr sis bro 0: hit stab kick 0: 0: 

3 fr sis bro 0: hit stab kick 0: o hit pun 0; 

4 fr sis bro 0: hit stab kick 0: o hit pun 0: 

8 



APPENDIX 10 

FIELD WORKERS' GUIDELINES; 
MDANTSANB SURVEY. CBIT,PREN 



A) Establishing contact and introductions 

Introduce yourself and why you have come, to the person who lets you in: 
I am • fieldworker for • .urvey that i. being conducted by the Child 
and Family Centre and SARCO in lldant.ane. We .re vi.iting •• many 
hou.ehold. in lldant.ane •• we can to •• k que.tion. about family life, 
.chooling and conflict. 'rhi. information will be u.ed to determine 
whether .ervice. ..re needed for familie. and if 80 what type of 
.ervice •• r. requir.d. lien, 'WOIIIAm and children .re being given an 
opportuni ty to expre.. th.ir vi... and experience.. Bv.ryone who 
p.rticip.te. i. promi.ed that their reapon.e. will remain anonYJlOua, 
th.t i. there will 'be no w.y that anyone cen tell who particip.ted in 
the .urv.y .ince we do not r.cord your name or .ddr •••. 

Establish whether there are any children of suitable or target age available 
to interview in the household. If there are not thank the person for their 
time and attention and move to next household. If there is a child 
available of suitable age, establish whether the person you have been 
talking to is the child's parent, caregiver or guardian. If they are not 
ask to see someone in the house who is and reintroduce yourself to them. If 
they are obtain their consent by asking: 

Would it b. po •• ible for .. to •• k the child .om. que.tion.? It will 
take about fifty minute. to do thi.? 

If the person consents ask to be introduced to the child. 

B.llo. My name i •••••• I am going to many home. in Kdant.ane to •• k 
.dult. and children que.tiona about th.ir famili •• and .chool. or 
work. I would lik. to •• k you aome qu •• tion. today. Thi. i. not • 
t •• t of what· you know or how clever you ar.. It i. not • te.t of any 
kind. I would like to know what your experience. of living and going 
to .chool her. are. We are •• king •• many people about thi. •• we 
can. Nobody' will know what you an.wered bec.u.e we do not record your 
name or where you live, and your anawer. get put together with .11 the 
other people'. anawer. .0 that it i. impo •• ible to tell who anawered 
what. your ••.•••. ha ••• id that it will be .11 right for u. to do 
thi.. (for 8-12 year old) Perhap. you could •• k .cmeone here that 
Move you well to .it in with u. for the fir.t few que.tion.. I. that 
.11 right? 

If the child consents, establish need for privacy: 

Could we find • pl.ce in.ide or out.ide where we can be .lone and 
uninterrupted. It i. important that you feel fr.. to t.lk. Whatever 
you tell .. .t.y. between u.. I am not .llowed to repe.t what you 
have told .. to your family or anyone you know. Do you heve any 
que.tion.? Let·. get .t.rted. 

B) Official data and some guidelines for starting 

On the cover page fill in 
- da·te 
- your name 
- the zone in which the interview is being conducted 
- the time of starting 
- and the intervi~w number. 

At the end of the interview fill in the time at finishing. 



*It is a good idea to fill this information in front of the respondent 
(child) and to explain what you are doing. 
*It is important to maintain transparency throughout the interview as a way 
of gaining the respondent's trust. 
*Seat yourself close to the respondent so that s/he is able to see the 
answer booklet and the entries you are making. 
*Try to conduct the interview in as open and conversational manner as 
possible. 

C) Demographics 

*It is important to engage the respondent and display encouragement and 
patience during this section as a way of building rapport for the next 
section in which they will be interviewed alone. 
*If an adult is present in the case of younger respondents, always direct 
the question to the respondent first. Only if they display lasting 
uncertainty or respond that they do not know should the adult be asked for a 
response. 
*Allow pauses after the questions have been asked and opportunity for 
repeating or explaining the question to the respondent. 
Introduce this section: 

I am going to, .tart by a.king you .am. que.tion8 about your.elf, your 
family and your .ohool or work. If you do not under.tand any of the 
que.tion. or don t t know the anllWar than plea.e tell me. Are you ready 
to begin? 

For respondents younger than 12 years old add 
Sometimes we may need to a.k •••••• (name of adult) to help u. out with 
an an.wer. Are you ready to begin? 

1. Personal and flmily details 

1.1 sex 
Are you a boy or girl? 
Are you male or female? 

(B -12 year old) 
(13-16 year old) 

If the child's sex is obvious to you, you do not have to ask the question 
You should, however, explain to the respondent that you are recording that 
they are male/female in the answer booklet. 

Tick F for female or girl 
Tick M for male or boy 

1.2 Date of Birth 
When were you born? 

It is important to get the YEAR (yr), MONTH (mt) and DAY (d) in which the 
child was born. Record these in the spaces provided. 

1.3 Duration at current residence 
Bow long have you lived in thi. hou.e? 

The answer can be an estimate. Tick the relevant block: 



o - 6 at.ha = anywhere between a few days I weeks or months but not 
exceeding 7 months. (e.g.) 3 days; 2 weeks; 4 months; 6.5 months etc. 

7mth. - 2yra - anywhere between 7 months and 2 years but not exceeding three 
years. (e. g .) 10 months; 1. 5 years i 2yrs and 8mth s etc. 

3 - 5 yr •• anywhere between 3 and 5 years but not exceeding 6 ears. (e.g.) 
3 years; 5 years and 9 months etc. 

6 yr.+ = any time of 6 years or more. (e.g.) 6 years; 18 years etc. 

You may offer the child prompts: 

Hava you livad hara a few month. or a few .. eka or a few yeara? 

If necessary consult the adult for a more precise response. 

1.4 Household members at current residence 

1.4.1 

1.4.2 

1.4.3 

1.4.4 

Who are all the people that live in the .... hou.e a. you? 

Do not record the names of household members - only record how they 
are RELATE to the child (e.g. mother, father, sister, brother, uncle, 
grandmother, cousin, lodger, stepmother, foster father, etc). It is 
important to find out who the respondent's parents are and whether 
they are the biological parents of the respondent. If the child 
offers names ask: 

Who i. that? 

Record the answer in the column called Relationship. 

How old i ••••••• (member of household)? 

Record answer in the column called AQA. 

Doe. •••• (member of the household) work or go to .chool? 
Tick appropriate block under column called pcgupatiQD. 

emp • 

unemp 
schol = 

Employed; the person has a job of any kind whether part
time or full-time; the person earns some money regardless 
of how much. 
The person has no j ob or does not earn any money. 
The person goes to school or studies full-time. 

if empWhat work doe. ••••• do? 
if unemp Za. • • • •• di.abled or a pensioner? 
if schol What atandard ia ••••• in? or What i ••••••• studying? 

Record the answers in the column called txp./atd 



* Before continuing check that the child has included everyone by asking: 

x. there anyone el.e who live. with you? 

1.5 biological parents living at different residence 

1.5.1 

1.5.2 

1. 5.3 

1.5.4 

1.5.5 

If the biological mother and/or biological father of the respondent do 
not live with him/her, then the following questions need to be asked. 
If both of them live with the respondent then move to question 1.6. 

Where doe. your mother (father) live? 
Record the name of the town, city or village in the column called ~ 
~. 

How old i •• he (he)? 

Record age in the column called ~. 

Doe. .he (he) work or go to .chool? 
Tick appropriate block under column called Occypation. 

emp '" Employed; the person has a job of any kind whether part
time or full-time; the person earns some money regardless 
of how much. 

unemp = 
schol 

The person has no job or does not earn any money. 
The person goes to school or studies full-time. 

if empWhatwork doe •••••• do? 
if unemp x ••••••• di.abled or a pan.ioner? 
if schol What .tandard i •••••• in? or What i. .tudying? 

Record the answers in the column called t~e/std. 

Do you ever .ee your mother (father)? 
If no, tick the block 'nev'. 
If yes, ask: How often do you .ee her (him)? 

day -Every day. 
week =Once a week OR a few times a week (e.g.) every weekend; three 

times a week; Wednesdays etc. 
mo -Once a month OR a few times a month (e.g.) end of the month; 

every second weekend etc. 
year -Once a year OR a few times a year (e . g .) on my birthday; on 

Christmas; during holidays etc. 

Tick the relevant block. 



1.6 Scholar 

1.6.1 

1.6.2 

1.6.5 

Do you go to .chool? 

If yes, tick 'Y' block and ask: 

What .tandard or cIa •• ar. you in? 

Record answer in the space provided. 

What was your ov.rall av.rag. mark last t.~? 

Record mark or symbol in the space provided. If respondent (and adult 
in the case of respondents younger that 12) does not know this ask: 

Wh.r. did you come in your cl ••• l •• t t.~? 

Record position or rank in the space provided. 

Hav. you fail.d any .tandard at .chool? 

if no, draw line through table 1.6.5 and move to question 1.7. 

if yes, ask: 
What standard did you fail? 

Record the standard failed in the Std column and ask: 

Did you fail any oth.r .tandard.? 

Record answer in remaining space. If the respondent has failed a standard 
more than once (e.g. failed std 6 three times) then enter the standard once 
and write an 'x' sign next to it followed by the number of times that 
standard was failed (e.g. std 6 x3) . 

If no, tick 'N' block and ask: 

1.6.3 Do you have a job? 

if yes, tick 'Y' block and ask 1.6.3.1 What type of job i. it? 
Record answer in the space provided. 
if no, tick 'N' block. 

If person is employed OR unemployed: 

1.6.4 What was the high •• t .tandard you p •••• d at .chool? 
Record answer in the space provided. 

1.6.5 Did you fail any .tandard. at .chool? 
if no, draw line through table 1.6.5 and move to question 1.7. 

if yes, ask: 

Wh.t .tandard did you fail? 
Record the standard failed in the Std column and ask: 

Did you f.il any oth.r .tandard.? 
Record answer in remaining space. If the respondent has failed a standard 
more than once (e.g. failed std 6 three times) then enter the standard once 
and write an 'x' sign next to it followed by the number of times that 
standard was failed. (e.g. std 6 x3) . 



1.7 Source of financial support 

Who pays for your cloth.. and food? 

parent = 
guard = 

relat 

self = 
other = 

Biological mother AND/OR biological father of respondent. 
Respondent's legal guardian who resides at same house as 
him/her (e.g. foster parent, adoptive parent, grandparent 
with custody etc.). 
Any adult who is related to the respondent but not 
legally responsible for him/her and who mayor may not 
live with the respondent (e.g. aunt, grandparent, cousin, 
sister etc.). 
Respondent supports him/herself financially. 
Any other person not covered in these categories (e.g. 
teacher, friend, neighbour etc.). Record who this person 
is in relation to the respondent in the space provided. 

*NOTE: If the respondent receives money from more than one source, indicate 
this by ticking all the relevant categories (e.g. if respondent is supported 
by biological mother and his/her sister then you would tick both the 
'parent' and the 'relat' block). 

2. Health history 

2.1 symptoms 
Begin this section by checking with the younger respondents if they know 
what is meant by 'a week'. Ask: 

Do you know how many day. th.r. are in a w •• k? 

If the respondent does not give the correct response of 7 days then name the 
days of the week and then ask: 

La.t w •• k did you have any nightmar.. or bad dr .... ? 

if no, tick 'Q' block. 
if yes, ask 

How many ttm •• during the we.k did you have nightmar •• ? 

1 once; one night only (e.g. only on Thursday night) 
2 two nights (e.g. Monday and Wednesday night, a couple of nights etc.) 
3 Three nights 
4+ = four nights OR more than four times (e.g. every night) 

Tick the appropriate block. 

if the respondent appears unsure about providing an answer to this, ask: 
Can you r...mb.r wh.n the la.t ttm. you had a bad dr.am or nightmare 
wa.? 

Tick 'Q' block if respondent cannot remember OR recalls having had a 
nightmare ~ than a week ago. Tick '1' block if respondent recalls having 
had a nightmare within the last week. 
Repeat this procedure for the other symptoms in the same way: 

Did you have any h.adache. la.t we.k? Bow many? 
Did you have any .tomach-ach.. la.t we.k? Bow many? 
Did you find it difficult to fall a.l.ap in the pa.t we.k? How many 
time.? 



2.2 Hospitalisat'ions 
B.v. you ev.r had to .t.y in ho.pit.l for • night or mor.? 

If no, tick 'N' block and move to question 2.3. 
If yes, tick 'Y' block and ask: 

2.2.1 
Why did you go to ho.pit.l? 

Record reason for hospitalisation in Ib¥ column (e.g. broken arm; TB; 
accident; assault etc.) 

2.2.2 
Bow old wer. you then? 

Record age at the time of hospitalisation in the column Aaa. 

2.2.3 
How long did you .t.y in ho.pit.l for? 

o/n = one night only 
f/d = a few days OR more than one night (e.g. weekend; couple of days; 4 

days) 
w = more than seven days but less that one month (e.g. one week; two and a 

half weeks; three weeks; twenty five days etc.) 
m one month OR more than one month (e.g. twenty eight days; one month; 6 

months etc.) 

Tick the appropriate block. 

2.2.4 
Whil. you w.r. in ho.pit.l did anyone coma to vi.it you? 

If no, tick '0' block. 
If yes, ask: 

How oft.n w.r. you vi.it.d? 
d = daily OR every day . 
w = once a week OR a few times a week 
m = once a month OR a few times a month 
Tick the appropriate block. 
* Check for other instances of hospitalisations by asking: 

Did you .t.y in ho.pit.l .t any oth.r ttm.? 
Repeat procedure outlined for additional instances mentioned. If more than 
four instances are mentioned, record the details of the first four only.' 

2.3 chronic ailments 
Do you .uff.r from any long-ter.a illn ••••• , di...... or 
di.abiliti •• ? 

If no, tick 'N' block and move to section 3. 
If yes, tick 'Y' block and ask: 

2.3.1 
What do you .uff.r from? 

Record type of condition (s) in ~ column (e.g. diabetes; spina bifida; 
cancer; physical handicap; mental handicap etc.) 

2.3.2 
Do you r.c.iv. any tr •• tment for thi.? 

if no, tick 'none' block and move to section 3. 
if yes, ask: 



What typa of traatment do you gat? 
medi any medical treatment (e.g. medicine; check-ups; 

physiotherapy; occupational therapy etc.) 
trad = any use of traditional healing methods 
other = any other type of treatment that does not fall into the other 

two categories (e. g . fai th or spiritual heal ing i disabili ty 
grant etc.) 

Tick the appropriate block and what the treatment is if the 'other' category 
is used. 

Check whether the respondent suffers from any other conditions by asking: 
Ara thera any othar conditione you euffar from? 

if yes, repeat procedure as outlined above. 
if no, move to question 3. 

************************************************************************** 
************************************************************************** 

*At this point in the survey, if there has been adult present to assist the 
respondent he/she should be thanked for their help and asked to leave the 
interviewer and 'respondent to complete the survey together. 
*If the adult contributed all the information during the first demographic 
section this fact must be recorded next to the title 'source: (e.g. 
source: .iWDt) 
*If both the respondent and the adult answered questions they must both be 
recorded after the title 'source', (e.g. aunt and child) 
*If the respondent answered all the questions so far on their own, then 
record source: ~. 
In the case of younger respondents when the assisting adult leaves: 
*Before continuing with the questions remind the respondent of 
confidentiality as a way of putting him/her at ease: 

I am going to continua aeking you quaetione but from now on whatavar 
you anewer or tall me etaye batween tha two of ue only. I will not 
tall any of your family what you hava &newerad. Sometimee tbara ara 
thinge wa know and faal but do. ftOt want to eay in front of our family 
or friande. Thie ie a chanca to eay exactly what you baliava or hava 
expariancad without worrying that anyona will find out or punieh you 
for eaying that. Do you hava any quaetione. Lat'e continua. 

************************************************************************** 
************************************************************************** 

3. SQcial supports 

3.1 friends at school or work 
*This question must be omitted for respondents who do not go to school AND 
do not work: 

Do you have any friende at ecbool (work)? 

If no, tick 'none' block and move to question 3.2. 
If yes, ask: 

Do you hava ona, a faw or many friende? 

one = one friend at school or work. 
few = a couple or between 2 to 4 friends at school or work. 
many =5 or more friends at school or work. 
Tick the appropriate block. 



3.2 friends in the neighbourhood 
Do you have any frien~ in the neighbourhood where you live? 

If no, tick 'none' block and move to question 3.3. 
If yes, ask: 

Do you have one, a few or many frien~ in your neil'hbourhood? 
one = one friend. 
few = a couple or between 2 to 4 friends. 
many =5 or more friends. 
Tick the appropriate block. 

3.3 boyfriends/girlfriends 
Do you have a boyfriend (I'irlfriand) or partner? 

"You may need to clarify that you are asking about romantic relationships 
and not friendships. 
"The question is limited to CURRENT relationships only. 
If no, tick 'N' block and move to question 3.4. 
If yes, tick 'Y' block and ask: 

3.3.1 
How long have you bean together or in a relation.hip? 

d between 1 and 6 days; a few days (e.g. a weekend; a couple of days; 4 
days etc) 

w = between one week and three weeks OR just under one month (e.g. two 
weeks; three and a half weeks etc) 

m = between one month and 11 months OR just under one year 
y. one OR more years 

Tick the appropriate block. 

3.3.2 
How old i. your partner? 

record age of partner in As: column. 

Check if the respondent currently has any other partners: 
Do you have any other partner. at the pre.ent ttm.? 

If no, move to question 3.4. 
If yes, repeat the same procedure as outlined above for every additional 
partner named. 

3.4 membership 
Do you belong to any team., srroup., orsrani.ation. or club.? 

If no, tick 'N' block and move to question 3.5. 
If yes, tick 'Y' block.and ask: 

3.4.1 
What kind. o~ group. cSo you balonl' to? 

Record the answers in the ~ column (e.g. soccer teami choir; ARC youth 
league; drama club etc) . 

3.4.2 
How of tan do you .. et with thi. srroup in one week? 

o = (e.g. hardly everi once a month; once every two weeks etc) . 
1. once a week only 
2 = twice a week (e.g. weekends; Monday and Thursday etc.). 



3 = three times a week 
4+= four or more times a week (e.g. every day: week days only: 6 days a 

week etc) . 
Tick the appropriate block. 

3 . 5 religion 
Ara you raligiou.? 

If no, tick 'N' block and move to question 3.6. 
If yes, tick 'Y' block and ask: 

3.5.1 
Which 

meth .. 
angl = 
zion .. 
bahai 
other "" 

raligion do you balong to? 
Methodist 
Anglican 
African Zionist 
Bahai 
Any other religion or denomination that is not covered by 
the preceding categories (e.g. African Methodist; Islam; 
Jehovah Witness etc.) Record the type of religion in the 
space provided. 

Tick the appropriate block. 

3.5.2 
How of tan 40 you go to church or t-.pla in ona weak? 

o never; once every two weeks; once a month; only on religious holidays. 
lone day only per week (e.g. every Sunday; every Saturday: every 

Friday) . 
2 two days per week (e.g. weekend; every Monday and Wednesday). 
3 three days per week. 
4 = four OR more days per week (e.g. every weekday; every day; Monday to 

Saturday etc) . 

3.6 free time 
If you hava fraa time to 40 whataver you lika, would you u.ually: 
- .pend it no your own 
- .pand it with a friend 
- .pand it wi th your partnar 
- .pand it with your fUlily 

The respondent is required to choose one of the categories and then the 
appropriate block should be ticked. 
If the respondent says that none of the categories mentioned apply to him or 
her, then ask: 

Who do you u.ually epend your fraa time with? 
Tick the 'other' block and record the answer given by the respondent in the 
space provided (e.g. neighbour; teacher: cousin etc). 

4. Offspring 

4.1 Own offspring 
Hava you had any children? 

If no, tick 'N' block and move to question 5 for males and question 4.2 for 
females. 
If yes, tick 'Y' block and ask: 

4.1.1 
How old i. ./ha? 

Record age of respondent's offspring in the column ~. 



4.1.2 
Where doe •• /he live? 

Record the name of the town, city or village where the child lives in the 
column Reside where. 

4.1.3 
For female respondents: 
For male respondents: 

Who i. the father of thi. child? 
Who 18 the mother of thi. child? 

Record how the mother 
names: 

or father is RELATED to the respondent, not their 

fr = 
rela = 

pa .. 
stra = 

other .. 

Tick the 

4.1.4 

friend 
any person related to the respondent apart from their 
biological parents (e.g. brother, sister, cousin, aunt, 
uncle etc) . 
the biological mother or father of the respondent 
a stranger or person unknown to the respondent (e.g. lodger; 
driver; shop keeper etc) . 
any other person who does not fit into the above 
categories. Record who this is"in the space provided 
(e.g: teacher; neighbour; minister; brother's friend; 
foster parent, adoptive parent etc) . 

appropriate block. 

taxi 

Do you currently pay anything toward. thi. child'. food and clothe.? 
If no, tick 'N' block. 
If yes, tick 'Y' block. *Note: any contribution no matter how little it is 
must be entered in 'Y' block. 

4.1.5 
How often do you .ee thi. child? 

d = daily OR every day 
w = once a week OR a few times a week (e.g. Mondays; weekends; every 

second day etc) 0" 

m once a month OR a few times a month (e.g. at the end of every 
month; once every two weeks etc) 

y = once a year OR a few times a year (e.g. at Christmas; at 
birthdays; during school holidays etc) 

o = no contact at"all OR no contact for more than two years 
Tick the appropriate block. 
Check if the respondent has any other children by asking: 

Do you have any other children? 
If no, move to question 5 for males and question 4.2 for females. 
If yes, repeat the procedure outlined above for each additional child 
identified. 

4.2 rOR rBHkLB RBS.ORDBRTS ONLY - other pregnancies 
If the respondent has a child, ask: 

Apart from your pregnancy with your child, have you ever had any other 
pregnaneie.? 

If the respondent does NOT have a child, ask: 
Have you aver been pregnant? 

If no, tick 'N' block and move to question s. 
If yes, tick 'Y' block and ask: 

4.2.1 
How old ware you at the ttm.? 

Record age in AQA column. 

4.2.2 
Who we. the father? 



Record the relationship of the father to the respondent, not his name. If 
respondent identifies him by name ask: 

How did you know the father? 
fr = friend to the respondent 
fa = respondent's biological father 
bro = respondent's brother 
rela = any person related to the respondent other than her 

biological father and brother (e.g. uncle; cousin; 
grandfather etc) 

stra = a stranger or person unfamiliar to the respondent 
other = any person who does not fit into one of the above 

categories. Record who this person is in the space 
provided (e.g. adopted father; foster father; teacher; 
minister; neighbour etc) 

Tick the appropriate block. 

4.2.3 
What happened with that pregnancy? 

mis = miscarriage 
abor .abortion; termination of pregnancy 
dea = death; the baby or child died; still birth 
Tick the appropriate block. 
Check whether the respondent had any other pregnancies: 

Have you had any other pregnancie. apart from thi. one (and the one. 
with your children)? 

If no, move to question 5. 
If yes, repeat the same procedure as outlined above for each additional 
pregnancy mentioned. 

5. Substance use 

5.1 during one week 

5.1.1 
During one .. ek, including the .. ekend, do you drink beer? 

nev = never; only on holidays; about once every two weeks etc. 
day every day of the week; Monday to Sunday; daily. 
w/e = only on weekends; Friday to Sunday etc. 
few = a few times per week (e.g. every weekend AND some weekdays; Monday to 

Friday; Mondays and Thursdays etc.) 
Tick the appropriate block in the column FreQUency. 
If you have ticked the 'nev' block ask about use of the next substance, 
'wine'. For the other categories (day; w/e; few) ask: 

5.1.2 
IIore or le .. how ID.Uch do you drink each time? 

Record the answer in the column Quantity (e.g. one 6-pack; 4 bottles; half a 
beer etc.). 

Move to the next type of substance and repeat questions 
each, following the same guidelines: 

5 . 1 . 1" and 5. 1. 2 for 

(e. g . ) During one .. ek, including the .. ekend, do you 
- drink wine? if .0, 

- .-oke cigarette.? 
- .-oke/u.e dagga? 
- .-oke/u.e mandrax? 
- iDhale/.niff g.lue or 

rum etc)? 
if .0, 
if .0, 
if .0, 
if .0, 
if .0, 

how ID.Uch? 

how ID.Uch? 
how ID.Uch? 
how ID.Uch? 
how ID.Uch? 
how ID.Uch? 



6. Involyement with the law 

6.1 ever been arrested 
Have you .ver b.en arr •• t.d? 

If no, tick 'N' block and move to question 7. 
If yes, tick 'Y' block and ask: 

6.1.1 
Why wer. you arr •• t.d? 

Record response in ~ column (e.g. assault; robbery; murder; rape etc.). 

6.1.2 
How old wer. you .t the tu..? 

Record answer in the AaA column. 

6.1.3 
W.r. you ch.rged? 

If no, tick 'N' block and move to question 7. 
If yes, tick 'Y' block and ask: 

6.1.4 
W.r. you found guilty of the charg •• ? 

If no, tick 'N' block and move to question 7. 
If yes, tick 'Y'.block and ask: 

6.1.5 

susp == 

jail == 

cp = 

What w.s your .ent.nc. or punishment? 
suspended sentence 
time in jail 
corporal punishment 

warn = 
other = 

warning and release 
any other punishment not covered by the previous 
categories. Record the type of sentence in the space 
provided (e. g. hard labour; community work; 
rehabilitation programme etc.) 

Tick the appropriate block in column Sentenqe. Note if the respondent 
mentions more than one type of sentence or punishment received for a crime, 
tick off all th1:= relevant blocks (e. g . ' susp' and ' warn' for a sentence 
consisting of a suspension AND a warning.) 
Check whether the respondent has been arrested at any other time by asking: 

B.v. you .ver b.en .rr •• ted for anything .l •• ? 

If no, move to question 7. 

If yes, repeat questions 6.1.1 - 6.1.5 for each additional instance of 
arrest mentioned, following the guidelines provided. 

D. B.li.fs 

*Introduce this section: 

Th. next qu •• tion •• r. diff.rent to the 011 •• you have just answer.d. I 
am. going t;p •• k what you thiDk about c.rtain .itu.tiOll8 or .v.nt •• 
Th.r. i. no right or wrong answer to th ••• qu.stiOll.. B.ch time I 
will give you • choic. of an.wer. and you mu.t pick the on. th.t f •• l. 
true for you. a...-b.r that what ev.r you •• y .t.y. b.tw.en u.. If 
you do DOt· und.r.tand any of the qu •• tion. pl.... t.ll me .0 th.t I 



can try to explain what ia .. ant. It :la important that you anawer all 
the queationa. Are you ready to atart. 

*The questions should be read quite slowly and clearly. Allow time for the 
respondent to think. If more than one minute go by without an answer ask 
the respondent if (a) s/he understands the question and (b) if s/he would 
like you to repeat the question. 
*If the respondent still does not answer, remind them that (a) there are no 
right or wrong answers - you want to know what S/HE thinksi (b) it is 
important to answer all the questions and (c) everything said stays between 
you and the respondent. 
*Note that the questions are asked differently depending on whether the 
respondent is be~ween 8-12 years old OR 13-16 years old. Take note of these 
different instructions. 

7. Violence and contexts 

RESPONDENTS: 13 ~16 YEARS OLD 
7.1 -7.6 

When you are at home do you feel protected and aafe: 
- all the time? or 
- acme of ehe time? or 
- hardly ever? or 
- never? 

* Point to the categories on the answer sheet as you are naming them, 
pausing briefly after each one to allow the respondent time to think. 
*Tick the response chosen by the respondent and move to 7.2 only if the 
respondent is a scholar OR is employed. If the respondent is unemployed and 
does not go to school move directly to question 7.3. 
*Repeat the same procedure for the remaining questions. 

RESPONDENTS: 8-12 YEARS OLD 
Introduction 

7.1 

I am going to aak you acme queat:i.ona about where you feel aafe and 
protected. Do you aee theae facea? The firat one haa a big amile and 
feel a protected and aafe ALL the time. The next one haa a _ller 
amile, that'a becauae it feela a.fe and protected 80MB of the time but 
not all of the time like the firat face. The third face looka a 
little worried, doean't it? 2'b.at'a bacauae thia face BaRDLY BVBR. 
feela protected and aafe. ADd the laat face ia crying and very aad. 
Why do you think that ia? Yea, becauae thia face NBVBR feela 
protected and aafe. It ia alwaya acared. 

Which of theae facea ab0w8 .. how you feel at home? 

*Point to each face as you speak: 
Do you feel aafe and protected all the time at home? ao.. of the 
time? hardly ever? or never? 

*Get the respondent to point to the face they want to choose and record the 
response made by ticking the appropriate block. 
*Repeat this procedure for all the remaining questions (e.g. 7.2) 

When you are at acbool (work), which of theae facea ahow how you feel? 
Do you feel aafe and protected all the time ••••• 



8. Intended response to being hurt 

RESPONDENTS: 13-16 YEARS OLD 
Instructions 

8.1 

If .000000ne in your family hurt you badly you might decide to do 
.00000thing about it. I am going to give you .0lIl8 example. of what you 
could do and I want you to tell .. whether that i. .00000thing you would 
ALWAYS, SOJIBTDlBS, BARDLY BVBR or NIIVBR do? 

If .000000ne in your family hurt you badly, would you: 
a1wayB, .00000ttm.., hardly ever or never tell .0000000e you tru.t about 
what happened? 

Record the response by ticking the appropriate block. 
8.2 . 

Would you a1way., .00000ttm.., hardly ever or never run away from hOIII8 
if you ware hurt badly by .oaaone in your family? 

Record the response and ask the remaining questions in the same way. 

RESPONDENTS: 8-12 YEARS OLD 
Instructions 

8.1 

Here i. a picture of four building. at night. In the fir.t picture 
ALL the light. are on - can you .ee that? In the next building only 
SOMB of the light. are on. In thi. building there are VBRY I'BW light. 
00 and in the 1a.t building ROD of the lioht. are 00. Say I a.ked 
you -Do you work hard at hOIII8?-. If you ALWAYS work hard at hOIII8 then 
you would chOOBe the building where ALL the light. are 00. If you 
SOJIBTDlBS work hard at hOIII8 than you would choo.e the building that 
ha. SOMB light. 00. Which building would you choo.e if you BARDLY 
BVBR work hard et hOIII8? Ye., you would cboo.e the building with VERY 
I'BW or BARDLY any light. 00. And if you IIINBR work hard at hOIII8 you 
would choo.e thi. building where there are HO light. on. 

How I am going to a.k you .0lIl8 que.tiODB about what you might do if 
.0000000e in your family hurt you badly. I will give you an example of 
• 0lIl8 thing you could do and then It 11 a.k you if you 'WOuld (point to 
each building successively) a1way., .omattm.., hardly ever or never do 
that. You can point to the building that you choo.e for your answer. 
Do you under.tand what to do? 

If .000000ne in your family hurt you badly would you: a1way., .0000ttm.., 
hardly ever or never tell BomaOne you tru.t about what happened? 

*Point to the buildings when offering the choices. 
*Record the response chosen by ticking the appropriate block. 

8.2 
If .000000ne in· your family hurt you badly would you: a1way., .0000ttm.., 
hardly ever or never run away from home? 

*Record the response chosen. 
*Ask the remaining questions in the same way. 

9. Expectations of reporting 

RESPONDENTS: 13 - 16 YEARS OLD 
Introduction 

If you decided to tell .omaone that you had been badly hurt by one of 
your family thi. could lead to a number of different re.u1 t.. I am 



9.1 

going to n... a few type. of re.ul t. and I want you to tell .. whether 
you think that would alway., .ometime., hardly ever or never happen? 

I f you told .omeone that you had been badly hurt by one of 
family then the per.on who hurt you will be arre.ted - Do 
that would alway., .ometime., hardly ever or never happen? 

your 
you think 

*Record the response by ticking the appropriate block. 

9.2 
The per.on who hurt you will be cha.ed away - Do you think that would 
alway., .ometime., hardly ever or never happen? 

*Record the response. 
*Ask the remaining questions in the same way. 

RESPONDENTS: 8 - 12 YEARS OLD 
Introduction 

9.1 

How we are going to u.e the.e picture. (buildings) again in the .... 
way for another .et of que.tiona. If you decided to tell .omeone that 
you had b .. n badly hurt by one of yow: family this could lead to a 
number of different thing. happening. I am going to name a few thing. 
that could: happen and I want you to tell .. u.ing the building. 
whether you thing that will alway., ac:aetime., hardly .".er or n.".er 
happen (point to the buildings as you speak). ox let' •• tart. 

If you told .omeone that you had been badly hurt by one of your family 
then the per.on who hurt you will be arre.ted - Do you think that 
would (point to the buildings) alway., aometime., hardly ever or never 
happen? Show .. which i. your anawer. 

*Record response by ticking the appropriate block. 

9.2 
If you told someone that you had been badly hurt by one of your family 
then the per.on who hurt you will be cha.ed away -Do you think that 
would (point to the buildings) alway., .ometime., hardly .".er or never 
happen? 

*Record the response. 
*Ask the remaining questions in the same way. 

RESPONDENTS: ALL 
9.7 

How would you want the peraon you told to help you? What would you 
want tham to do for you? 

*The respondent can give one OR more answers. These are to be recorded 
verbatim by the interviewer in the space provided. 

9.8 
And what au.t the per.on you told not do? 

*The respondent can give one OR more answers. These are to be 
recorded verbatim by the interviewer in the space provided. 

10. Perceived support 

10.1 
Of the following people who would you tell if ac:aeone in your family 
hurt you badly: 

*Read the list of people in the JhQ column. 



friends .. 
siblings ... 
relative = 

neighbour .. 
mother "" 

father == 

teacher .. 

minister == 

doctor .. 

respondent's friends 
brother(s) and/or sister(s) to the respondent 
any person related to the respondent (e.g. aunt; 
grandfather; cousin etc) 
respondent's neighbour 
respondent's biological mother or legal mother (~.g. 

foster mother; grandmother with custody; adoptive 
mother etc) 
respondent's biological father or legal father (e.g. 
foster father; uncle with custody; adoptive father 
etc) 
respondent's class teacher or any other teacher at 
his/her school 
church minister 
medical doctor either at the district clinics, 
hospital or private practice 

clinic sr .. clinic sister at district clinic 
res corn... a residence cOlll1\ittee or SANCO member 
police "" any police man or woman, including members of the 

child protection unit in Mdantsane 
trad healer=traditional healer; sangoma 
s/worker.. hospital or district social worker 

*tick 'No' if the respondent would not ask that person. 
tick 'Yes' if the respondent would ask that person. 

10.2 
'Who of tho •• p.opl., do you think, would want you to t.ll th_? 

*Read the list of-all the types of people in the Kbg column again. 
*tick 'No' OR 'Yes' where appropriate for each person in the list. 

10.3 
1Ibo of all th... p.opl., do you think, would DBJ'INI'l'BLY b. able to 
h.lp you? 

*Read the list of all the types of people in the Kbg column once more. 
*tick 'No' OR 'Yes' where appropriate for each person in the list. 

11. Exgerience of yiglence at 'Shool 

11.1 FOR SCHOLARS ONLY 
La.t ..... k, did any of the t.ach.r. at your achool hurt you by 
- HITTING YOU WITH TBBIR BARD OR J'IST? 

(i) If no, 
tick '0' in the column called Hg. 
ask: 11.2 

Hav. any of the t.achera at your achool BVKR hit you with 
hand or fi.t? 

th.ir 

If no, tick 'N' in ~ column and ask about the next type 
of assault (i.e. hit with an object) . 

If yes, t~ck 'Y' in ~ column and ask: 11.3 

Why .... r. you hit? 



Record response given in the column ~ (e.g. talking in class; 
failing a test; being late for class; not listening etc.). 

Ask: 11.4 

Whan that ha. happenad hava you avar gona to enyona for halp? 

If no, tick '0 ' in ~ column and move to the next type of 
assault at school. 

If yes, ask: 

Who did you go to for halp? 
f = a friend or friends at school or in the 

neighbourhood 
t = a teacher at school 
p = a policeman or policewoman 
0:= anyone else that does not fit into the categories 

provided. Record who this is in the space provided 
(e.g. mother; father; brother; aunt; neighbour; 
social worker; doctor; nurse etc) 

Tick the appropriate block. Tick more than one block 
respondent approached more than one person for help. 

(ii) If ye., a.k: 11.1 

11.1 / Bow of tan did that happen la.t weak? Did it happen onca, 
mora than thraa ttm..? 

1 - once; on one occasion only 
2 = twice 
3+- three or more times 

if the 

twica or 

Record the total number of times hurt in a particular way no 
matter how many different perpetrators there were or whether all 
the hidings were given on one day or not. Each instance 
contributes towards the total. Tick the appropriate block. 

Ask: 11.3 

Why wera you hit? 

Record response given in the column ~ (e.g. talking in class; 
failing a test; being late for class; not listening etc.). 

Ask: 11.4 

When that happanad did you go to anyona for help? 

If no, tick '0 ' in BIIlI;l column and move to the next type of 
assault at school. 

If yes, ask: 

Who did you go to for halp? 

f. a friend or friends at school or in the 
neighbourhood 

t - a teacher at school 
p. a pol iceman or pol icewoman 
0:- anyone else that does not fit into the categories 

provided. Record who this is in the space provided 
(e.g. mother; father; brother; aunt; neighbour; 
social worker; doctor; nurseetc) 



Tick the appropriate block. Tick more than one block if the 
respondent approached more than one person for help. 

Follow the same guidelines and order of questioning for the other types of 
assaults: 

La.t week, clid any of the teacher. at yow: .chool hw:t you by 
- hitting you with an object like a .tick, awitch, .jambok, book etc. 

burnt or tried to burn you deliberately 
cut or tried to cut you deliberately 
.tabbed you deliberately 
kicked you 
tried to .trangle you 

12. Experience of violence at bome 

12.1 
La.t week did anyone in yow: family hw:t you by 
- HITTING YOU WITH TBBIR BAND OR FIST? 

,i) If no, (if ·ye.·, go to next page) 
tick '0' in the column called Ug. 

ask: 12.2 

Ha. anyone in your family BVBR hw:t you in thi. way? 

If no, tick 'N' in ~ column and ask about the next type of 
assault (i.e. hit with an object) . 

• 
If yes, tick 'Y' in ~ column and ask: 12.3 

In general who in your family hit. you with their hand or fiat? 

mo = mother; any person considered by the respondent to fill 
this role (e.g. biological mother, foster mother, aunt, 
older sister etc.) 

fa father; any person considered by the respondent to fill 
this role (e. g. biological father; uncle; grandfather; 
adoptive father etc.) 

br = brother to the respondent 
si = sister to the respondent 
rel= any other person related to the respondent who does not 

fit into the categories provided (e.g. aunt, cousin, 
grandmother; uncle etc.) 

Tick the appropriate block or blocks depending on how many 
people 'the respondent identifies, and ask: 12.4 

What i. u.ually the rea.on for you getting hit in thi. way? 

Record response in column ~ (e.g. misbehaving; for 
fighting with my brother/sister; for not listening; 
breaking something; doing badly at school etc.) 

When that happen. do you go to anyone for help? 

If no, tick '0' in bll.l column and move to the next type of 
assault at home. 



If yes, ask: 

Who have you gone to for help? 
n. neighbour (any person who is not related to the 

respondent and who lives in the same 
neighbourhood as the respondent) 

s = sibling; brother or sister 
f. friend 
0: = any other person who does not fit into the other 

categories. Record who this is in the space 
provided (e.g. aunt; mother; cousin; teacher; 
police; nurse; church minister etc) 

Tick the appropriate block or blocks depending on the sources of 
help mentioned. 

(ii) Zf ye., a.k: 12.1 

How often did that happen la.t week? Did it happen once, twice or 
more than three time.? 

1 = once; on one occasion only 
2 = twice 
3+= three or more times 

Record the total number of times hurt by being hit with a fist or hand 
no matter how many different perpetrators there were or whether all 
the hidings were given on one day or not. Each instance contributes 
towards tpe total. Tick the appropriate block. 

Who hi t you? 

Ask: 12.3 

mo = mother; any person considered by the respondent to 
fill this role (e.g. biological mother, foster 
mother, aunt, older sister etc.) 

fa. father; any person considered by the respondent to 
fill this role (e.g. biological father; uncle; 
grandfather; adoptive father etc.) 

br = brother to the respondent 
si = sister to the respondent 
rel- any other person related to the respondent who does 

not fit into the categories provided (e.g. aunt, 
cousin, grandmother; uncle etc.) 

Tick the appropriate block or blocks depending on how many 
people the respondent identifies, and ask: 12.4 

Why were you hit? 

Record response given in the column ~ (e.g. misbehaving; for 
fighting with my brother/sister; for not listening; breaking 
something; doing badly at school etc.) Ask: 12.5 

When that happened did you go to anyone for help? 

If no, tick '0' in ~ column and move to the next type 
of assault at home. 

If yes, ask: 



Who did you go to for help? 

n = neighbour (any person who is not related to the 
respondent and who lives in the same 
neighbourhood as the respondent) 

s. sibling; brother or sister 
f = friend 
0:= any other person who does not fit into the other 

categories. Record who this is in the space 
provided (e.g. aunt; mother; cousin; teacher; 
police; nurse; church minister etc) 

Tick the appropriate block or blocks depending on the sources of 
help mentioned. 



Follow the same guidelines and order of questioning for the other types of 
assaults: 

La.t week. did any of your family hurt you by 
- hitting you with an object like a .tick ... itch •• jambok. book etc. 

burnt or tried to burn you deliberately 
cut or tried to cut you deliberately 
.tabbed you deliberately 
kicked you 
tried to .trangle you? 

13. ExPerience of family violence 

13.1 
In the la.t week have any of your family hurt one another? 

If no, tick IN' block and move to question 14. 
If yes, tick 'Y' block and ask: 

13.2 

mo 

sis .. 
bro 
0: .. 

Who wa. hurt? 

biological or legal mother, or any person REGARDED by the respondent 
to be his/her mother (e.g. adoptive mother, grandmother or aunt with 
custody etc.) 
respondent'S sister 
respondent's brother 
any other person who is not covered by the categories mentioned. 
Record who this is in the space provided (e.g. father; grandmother; 
aunt; uncle; cousin etc.) 

note: if more that one 
appropriate blocks (e.g. 
blocks) . 

person was hit on ONE occasion, tick all the 
sister AND brother: tick both ' sis ' and ' bro' 

13.3 
Who hurt your (n ... of per.on or people hurt)? 

fa biological or legal father, or any person REGARDED by the respondent 
to be his/her father (e.g. foster father; grandfather or uncle with 
custody) 

bro = respondent's brother 
mo = biological or legal mother 
0: = any other person who is not covered by the categories mentioned. 

Record who this is in the space provided (e.g. sister; grandfather; 
aunt; uncle; cousin etc.) 

note: if more than one person was responsible for hurting somebody else on 
ONE occasion, tick all the appropriate blocks (e.g. father AND uncle : tick 
both 'fa' and '0:' blocks and write 'uncle' next to '0:' block). 

13.4 
Why did thi. happen? 

Write in summary the reason given by the respondent in the space provided 
under the column ~ (e.g. stealing; lying; disobedience etc.). 

13.5 
Bow wa. your (n ... of per.on or people hurt) hurt? 



hit - hit with hand, fist or object (e.g. sjambok; chair; stick etc.) 
stab -stabbed with a knife or any sharp object 
0: = any other means of assault not covered by the previous 

13.6 

categories. Record in the space provided the type of assault (e.g. 
strangle; choke; whip; shot; kicked etc.) 

Tick the appropriate block. If the person or people hurt sustained 
more that one type of assault tick ALL the appropriate blocks (e.g. 
stabbed and kicked: tick 'stab' and '0:' and write 'kicked' next to 
the '0:' block). 

Did the person (people) who wa. (were> hurt get any help? 

If no, tick '0' block. 
If yes, ask: 

Who did ./he (they) get help from? 

m medical; any doctor, medical sister or nurse; medical treatment 
p police 
n - neighbour; any person who is NOT related to the respondent but lives 

in the SAME neighbourhood 
c church minister; church worker; church group; any person or group 

affiliated to a religious institution. 

If the person or people hurt got help from a source not mentioned in these 
categories, write who this was next to the table in line with the row in 
which the incident is being recorded (e.g. family; friend; social worker; 
residence committee member etc) . 

Before moving to question 14, check whether there were any other incidents 
of domestic violence by asking: 

Wa. any other of your family member. hurt by .omeone el.e who you live 
with during the last week? 

If no, move to question 14. 
If yes, repeat questions 14.2 - 14.6 as outl ined above for each incidence 
reported by the respondent. 

14. use of violence 

14.1 
In the la.t week have you deliberately hurt aomeone? 

If no, tick 'N' block and prepare to end the interview. 
If yes, tick 'Y' block and ask: 

14.2 

fr = 
sis = 
bro = 

0: = 

Who did you hurt? 

respondent's friend or acquaintance 
respondent's sister 
respondent's brother 
any other person who is not covered by the other categories. 
Record who this is in the space provided (e.g. mother; cousin; 
stranger; grandfather etc.) 



Tick the appropriate block. 

14.3 
How did you hurt him (her)? 

hit ;::: 
stab = 
kick = 
0: ;::: 

hit with hand, fist or object (e.g. sjambok; stick etc) 
stab with a knife or any sharp object 
kick 
any other type of assault not covered by the categories 
provided. Record what this type of assault is in the space 
provided (e.g. choke; strangle; shoot etc.) 

Tick the appropriate block. If more than one type of assault was used show 
this by ticking all the relevant blocks (e.g. if hit and kicked: tick 'hit' 
AND 'kick' blocks). 

14.4 
Why did you hurt that person? 

Write down the reason given in the column ~ (e.g. betrayed me; defending 
myself i made me angry etc.) 

14.5 
Did you get into trouble for hurting that person? 

If no, tick 'Q' block. 
If yes, ask: 

hit ;::: 

pun = 

0: == 

What happened? 

respondent was hit or given a hiding by someone in authority 
(e.g. teacher; parent; fdult) for his/her behaviour 
respondent was punished by someone in authority for his/her 
behaviour (e.g. not allowed to spend leisure time with friends; 
pocket money withdrawn; given chores or tasks to do etc.) 
any other type of consequence not covered by the categories 
provided. Record what happened in the space provided (e. g . 
shouted at; given a warning; arrested; taken to a social worker 
etc. ) 

Tick the appropriate block. If the respondent underwent more than one type 
of consequence, indicate this by ticking ALL the relevant blocks. 

Check whether there were any other instances of use of violence by asking: 
Did you hurt anyone else in the last week? 

If no, prepare to end the interview. 
If yes, repeat questions 14.2 - 14.5 in the same way as outlined above for 
each additional instance of violence mentioned. 

B. BIlding 

*Return to any of the questions which the respondent did not answer and re
ask these. 
*Check that all of the questions have been asked and answers have been 
filled in. 
*Thank the respondent for participating and giving-up some of their time to 
take part in the survey. Praise her/him for their co-operation and efforts. 
*Thank the guardian for their co-operation. 
*Fill in the time at the end of the interview on the front page. 



*Please remember that the answer booklet is confidential and may not be 
shown to anyone else apart from the researchers at the' Child and Family 
Centre I Cecilia Makiwane Hospital . 

• 




